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On the occasion of Gujarat Public Affairs Council of Canada’s (GPAC) Gujarat Gaurav Divas and Award Ceremony 
Event, we are pleased to offer you GPAC Annual Magazine 2019. Gujarat became a different state on May 1, 1960, 
along with Maharashtra. Gujarat Day 2019 will mark the 59th foundation day of the state.

The President Mr. Bhavesh Bhatt and the board of directors have worked actively to take GPAC one step forward at 
the time from all aspects. As an organization, we consistently focused on initiatives that aimed at achieving GPAC’s 
objective and mandate, to create professional and entrepreneurial opportunities.

Every article in this issue speaks to challenge, opportunity and the transformative power of hope. In About Gujarat 
and Insight section, we have included very insightful articles on different topics along with Statue of Unity, which 
claimed the title of the world’s tallest from the Spring Temple Buddha in Lushan, China. 

Our magazine captures events carried out from GPAC Gala Night 2017. We also included various Gujarati Not for 
profit organizations for member’s benefit. Please feel free to contact respective organization for making positive 
contribution in society.

The editing of GPAC’s Annual Magazine is part of the enormous amount of effort that goes into the staging of our 
Annual Award Ceremony Event. An effort of this magnitude requires coordination and precision that cannot be done 
without the complete cooperation and total dedication of an efficient and united team. 

Finally, we would like to acknowledge every individual involved in GPAC with special recognition to our sponsors 
- The GPAC’s true partners in success. Success of any not for profit organization are dependant on contribution by 
members and volunteers. We request all members to come forward and contribute in area of your interest. 

We hope you enjoy our GPAC Magazine 2019. Ongoing support from everyone will enable us to keep on growing 
and improving the magazine, far into the future. 

Sincerely,
Chirag Shah & Parth Patel 
Editor Team

EDITOR’s message
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EVENT SPONSORS

Corporate 
 CIBC 

Platinum 
 Parth Mehta - Home Financing Advisor, Scotiabank
 
 
Gold
 Avni Shah - Lawyer, S&S LAWYERS LLP
 Ashish Zaveri - Mortgage Specialist, BMO Bank of Montreal
 State Bank of India ( Canada ) 
 Murarilal Thapliyal - Lawyer, Thapliyal & Rai Professional Law Corp.
 
 
Silver 
 Atithi - Pure Veg Restaurant
 Dhiren Mehta - Licensed Life Insurance Broker
 Dipak Vyas -  Contact for all Hindu Religious Ceremony
 Himanshu Dave -  Mortgage Agent, Mortgage Alliance 
 India 360
 Jigar Patel - Quesada Burritos, Oakville
 Keyur Shah - Lawyer, Shah Law Office
 Nirav Bhatt - Lawyer, Aastha Lawyers
 Parth Raval -  Lawyer, Parth Raval Law Office
 Rakesh Modi - Sales Representative, Homelife/Miracle Realty Ltd.
 Regal Accounting 
 Viral Patel - Mortgage Specialist, RBC Royal Bank of Canada
 Yonge-Steeles Ford Lincoln Sales Limited
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The Gujarat Public Affairs Council of Canada (GPAC) seeks to bring together financially successful elements within the Society such as 
traders, bankers, technocrats, investors, industrialists, businessmen, professionals, along with economists and thinkers, so that each 
group can share their business knowledge, experience, expertise and resources with their fellow brethren. We also aim to encourage, 
support and mentor budding entrepreneurs. The end goal is to generate surplus wealth and make society prosperous.

The Gujarat Public Affairs Council of Canada (GPAC) will be instrumental in mentoring the new immigrants, students who want 
to establish and flourish in Canada. We will also be working towards the goal of bringing the community together to increase the 
visibility in our diverse communities. We are also working on the objective of “Give where we live”.

Our Mission
Gujarat Public Affairs Council of Canada is a premier not-for-profit organization.

Our programs and policies foster individual initiative and the ability of members to make a significant contribution to the economic, 
cultural and social fabric of Gujarati (Indian)-Canadian community.

Our mission is to be the premier Gujarati – Canadian organization in Canada, by:
• Promoting strong Indo-Canada ties, built upon shared traditions of democracy, pluralism and strong interpersonal connections 

with a Indian diaspora of more than 1.7 million in Canada specifically 400k+ Gujarati population
• Providing a robust platform for professionals and businesses to showcase their strengths and create positive impacts in the 

diverse society
• Proposing continual growth and opportunity for trade and investment, science and technology, environment and energy, and 

security between the two nations
• Unite the diverse Gujarati community to bring the sense of solidarity and togetherness

The political leadership from both countries is keen to push trade and investments, along with more engagement in energy, healthcare, 
infrastructure development and community contacts.

Our Vision
Together we will achieve a better and prosperous future; economically, culturally and socially. Be the key influencing organization 
between the Gujarat & Canadian government  

Objectives
• To facilitate for possible synergy amongst members
• To strengthen Gujarati-Canadian interest in the socio-economic and political fabric of Canada
• To work with other Gujarati-Canadian organizations for mutual benefit and realize common goals
• Creating learning opportunities through seminars, workshops, mentorship programs and conferences
• To strengthen the economic, political, trade and investment relations between Canada and India
• To unite the diverse Gujarati Canadian community through  events, festival celebrations, and collaboration with other communities
• To recognize the contribution and achievements of Gujarati-Canadians at the annual awards gala
• To recognize the contribution of any Canadian towards significantly improving the relations between India and Canada at the 

annual awards gala
• Council shall strive to promote social, cultural and educational interests of its members, develop understanding between members 

of the Gujarati Indian community and such other residents of Canada as are interested in the welfare of this community, and 
make the latter aware of issues of concern to the community at large

• Council shall help promote and retain Indian languages and cultural traditions as essential components of multiculturalism  
in Canada

About the Organization
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President’s Message
I am honoured and humbled by the opportunity to serve as the president of the 
Gujarat Public Affairs Council of Canada for the year 2018-19. I am here representing 
our dynamic GPAC Board and Advisory Council. I want to thank year 2018-19 
Executives of the Board – Naresh Patel (Vice President), Dhaval Vediya (Secretary 
General), Ashvin Amin (Treasurer), Chirag Shah (Director), Don Patel (Director), 
Naresh Chavda (Director), Pranav Patel (Director), Vijay Pandya (Director). I want 
to thank past presidents Naresh Chavda & Pranav Patel for steering the GPAC 
organization to newer heights.   

The staggering growth of the Council, in such a short span of time, only goes to prove 
the unflinching support of the past members, renewal members, new members, and 
persistent volunteers. 

I am fortunate to have talented group of individuals within the current Council. Our goal this year is to continue providing 
extraordinary event throughout the year and I am confident that with the guidance of senior members, enthusiasm of our youth 
members, financial support from donors and sponsors, coming year will bring us a lot of fun and excitement. 

We would like to take this opportunity to express our appreciation to all our sponsors and donors who act as catalysts for the 
growth of the Council. We are extremely confident that you will continue to depict your support to this Council that strives to pass 
on its culture and heritage from generation to generation. 

I want to reiterate our vision, “Together we will achieve a better and prosperous future; economically, culturally and socially. Be 
the key influencing organization between the Indian & Canadian government” and we have exuberated the vision and mission all 
thru the year.

In the year 2018, we celebrated the 143rd birth anniversary of the Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel along with GPAC Gujarati new year in 
association with consulate general of India, Toronto. We also proved to be victorious at the 2018 India Day Parade with Panorama 
India. 

I want to thank his Excellency CGI Toronto, Dinesh Bhatia and the Mayor of Brampton Patrick Brown for accepting our invitation to 
be with us to celebrate Gujarat Divas 2019 & Award Gala Night. 
 
On the occasion of Gujarat Divas 2019 & Award Gala Night, I would like to congratulate the recipients of the 2019 awards: Lifetime  
– Mike Mehta; Social Services – Bhartiben Karia; Culture – Kirtidan Gadhvi, Madhur Shah & Yatri Shah; Youth – Rushi Ghadawala;  
Female  – Dr. Prashati Patel.

To conclude, I wish everyone a very happy Gujarat Divas. I encourage all Gujaratis to join this growing and vibrant community!  
I am looking forward to meet you all during forthcoming council events.

Thank You,  

 Bhavesh Bhatt
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board of directors

Nareshkumar Patel
Vice President

Nareshkumar Patel, an accomplished and serial entrepreneur cum businessman who started with one 
unit in 2005 and now has stake in multiple retail, fast-food businesses across Canada and counting. Open 
minded & a big hearted person, put all efforts to keep community united. He was awarded Multi-Unit 
Owner award from Subway for being one of the top 27 performing units in the world. He has volunteered 
at OFBJP, ICCC, NAIC and Nav Gujarat Samaj.  

Dhaval Vediya
Secretary General
An accomplished Senior Management professional with 15 years of experience at CIBC, Rogers, Telus 
& Sintex, in marketing, digital, social media, retention, pricing, business analysis, supply chain, project 
and program management. Mechanical Engineer with 2 MBAs, public speaker, management & marketing 
prodigy and avid community volunteer. Volunteered at ICCC, NAIC, TRIEC, Movember, Futurepreneur, 
Juvenile Diabetes, United Way, TELUS Diversity & Inclusiveness Council and Rogers Visible Minority Group.

Bhavesh Bhatt
President
Bhavesh Bhatt, Real Estate Broker, Member of Toronto Real Estate Board and Canadian Real Estate 
Association, Trusted Name in Real Estate Industry, With More than 10+ years of experience, Bhavesh 
Bhatt has become Homelife “Go to” broker, Platinum award winner 2016 and a consistent leader with 
a reputation for persistently protecting clients’ interests. He has background of Computer Science and 
worked as IT Manager/Consultant combined 12+ years of experience. Bhavesh has volunteered as 
President of Brahmin Samaj of Ontario, non-profit community organization.

Ashvin Amin
Treasurer

Ashwin Amin, experienced event planner & organizer with 10+ years in providing and staging of cultural 
events, educational seminars to maintain and foster links with cultures of Gujarat, India and Canada. 
Civil Engineer by education, works as Director of Om Sai Entertainment and Om Sai Cultural Association. 
Volunteer at ICCC and Rotaract Club.

Chirag Shah
Director 
Chirag Shah, technocrat entrepreneur is a founder and CEO of SUBHTECH SOLUTIONS INC. An information 
technology consulting company, assisting organizations with advanced technology integration and 
implementation. Director at Indo-Canada Chamber of Commerce (ICCC) and Charter member of Canada 
India Foundation (CIF). Lead and involved with not-for-profit organization, Milton Gujarati Parivaar (MGP) 
and Canada India Association (CIA). Raised funds for Milton District Hospital Foundation, Vaishno Devi 
temple – Oakville and other charities.
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Board of Directors

Don RB Patel
Director 
Don.R.B.Patel, known as Don Patel. An entrepreneur with stake in retail business and real estate 
broker. Passionately involved in many community organizations and taken the leadership with various 
designations. He is a ‘go to’ real estate broker of Homelife  and helping clients to buy and sale real estate 
in Ontario for more than 15+ years. Active member of TREB, ICCC, OFBJP, Habitat for Humanity, POSUN, 
Meals on Wheels & many others.

Vijaykumar Pandya
Director 

Vijaykumar Pandya, Certified Financial Advisor with over 10 years of experience in the field of finance in 
Canada having his own Insurance Brokerage – VP Financial. Extensive volunteer experience with BAPS, 
OFBJP (President), SVBF, Hindu Institute of Learning and ICCC. Always ready to support the community 
in whatever means possible. 

Pranav Patel
Director
Renowned Barrister, Solicitor and Notary Public, having outstanding reputation in the legal community. 
Mr. Patel has served our community at global era of social, economic and professional development 
as a Director Of IndoCanada Chamber Of Commerce, Chair Of School Council at TDSB, Advisory 
Committee Member with City of Toronto, Good Standing Member Of Law Society of Upper Canada 
and Proud Organizing Member of NAIC for most recent visit of Indian Prime Minister Hon. Modiji. 
Mr. Patel has served vibrant community as a VIP Delegate with Rogers Group and ISKON Canada.

Nareshkumar Chavda
Director 

Nareshkumar Chavda, President of Globayan Immigration Corporation. Practicing Immigration Law as an 
Immigration Consultant & Commissioner of Oath-Ontario. Dealing with many diplomatic missions abroad 
including High Commission & Consulate offices of various countries part of his professional practice. Vice 
President and Director – Government Relations Indo-Canada Chamber of Commerce, Canada 2017 – 
2018. Director and General Secretary of NAIC, organized Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Community 
Outreach Event at Toronto, attended by Canadian PM Stephen Harper and members of 300 organizations 
across Canada with total attendance of 10k. He was Invited to Pravasi Bharatiya Divas March 29, 2016, 
& January 8, 2017, as Guest Speaker on topic of Pre-citizenship surrender certificate enhancement and 
preservation of OCI smart card. His Education Qualifications: RCIC, B.E.,PGDHRM, MBA, LL.B (Two Gold 
Medals) LL.M
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Esteemed advisory Council

Past Presidents

Anil Shah

Bharat Chavda

Jash Patel

Mike Mehta

Ramesh Chotai

Tony Panchal

Pranav Patel
2018

Nareshkumar Chavda
2017-2018 
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Greetings from the Leader of the Official Opposition 
 
I am pleased to extend my greetings to all those attending Gujarat Public Affairs Council of Canada’s 
Gujarat Gaurav Divas and Awards 2019! 
 
The GPAC is one of the most influential groups representing the Indian community of the Greater 
Toronto Area, playing a vital role in promoting Indian heritage as well as building the bridges between 
Indian and Canadian cultures.  
 
Today’s event celebrates the contributions to the economic, cultural and social fabric of the Indo-
Canadian community but also allows  for all Canadians to reflect on our blessings - to celebrate the 
peace that flourishes in our country and to look ahead to the future with hopeful optimism. 
 
On behalf of Canada’s Conservatives, I offer my best wishes to all those celebrating tonight! 
 
Sincerely, 
 

  
 
 The Hon. Andrew Scheer, P.C., M.P.  
Leader of the Official Opposition 

Message from The Leader  
of the OFficial Opposition
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Message from The 
Premier of Ontario

 

Premier of Ontario - Premier ministre de l’Ontario 

May 4, 2019 
 

A MESSAGE FROM PREMIER DOUG FORD 
 
I want to extend warm greetings to everyone attending the  
Gujarat Public Affairs Council of Canada’s Gujarat Gaurav Divas  
and Awards – 2019. 
 
Tonight, you gather to celebrate business and professional excellence, 
and good citizenship — values that help define our Indo-Canadian 
business community. 
 
Congratulations to tonight’s deserving award winners! Gujarati 
Canadians have contributed so much to our province’s economic 
and cultural strength. Your business, professional and cultural 
achievements, as well as your civic spirit, have helped make Ontario  
a great place to work, establish businesses and raise families. 
I wish all of you continued success. 
 
I thank the Gujarat Public Affairs Council of Canada for hosting this 
event, and for its dedication to promoting a strong Gujarati and 
Indo-Canadian community within this great province.  
 
I want everyone to know that our government is working hard to make 
it easier to do business in Ontario. We’re getting out of the way of our 
job creators, cutting through the red tape that holds businesses back, 
lowering business costs, and sending a clear message to the world that 
Ontario is open for business, open for jobs. 
 
Have a terrific evening! 
 

 Doug Ford 
Premier 
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Message from The Honorable  
Chief Minister of Gujarat
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Message from The   
Mayor of Brampton 

 

           May 4, 2019 

Greetings from Mayor Patrick Brown 

            Dear Friends,  

On behalf of the Members of Brampton City Council, it gives me great pleasure to 
extend best wishes to the guests attending the Gujarat Divas and Award Gala Night in 
Brampton. The gala will be a great celebration featuring live music and exotic Indian 
food.  I am also excited about the first International Book launch of “Ayurveda – The 
Science of Life” which is written by Dr. Gaurang Joshi. 

I appreciate the efforts by the Gujarat Public Affairs Council of Canada, a not-for-profit 
organization that fosters programs and policies to make a significant contribution to the 
economic, cultural and social fabric of Gujarati (Indian)-Canadian community.  
Promoting strong Indo-Canada ties, built upon shared traditions of democracy, 
pluralism and strong interpersonal connections with a Indian diaspora of more than 1.7 
million in Canada specifically 400k+ Gujarati population is important for our country. 

I want to thank the organizing committee, the sponsors and volunteers for making 
tonight’s gala a success.  Enjoy the celebrations.  Best wishes for the future. 

Sincerely, 

 
            Patrick Brown 

Mayor 
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Message from His Excellency  
Consul General of India
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Award Winners 2019

Overall - Lifetime services 

Haresh Mehta

Social Services

Bhartiben Karia

Culture

Kirtidan Gadhvi  

Madhur & Yatri

Youth

Rushi Ghadawala

Female

Dr. Parshati Patel
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Award Winners

Overall - Lifetime Services
Haresh Mehta

When Haresh Mehta immigrated to Canada more 
than four decades ago, little did he know that his 
life would span out in service of humanity. He 
has an awesome acumen for entrepreneurship, 
abiding passion for community development, 
visionary seal for philanthropy and dedication to 
foster Canada India ties.

With an innate acumen for business development 
and an unwavering commitment to helping 
the communities around him, Haresh Mehta 
has been an entrepreneur since the 1970s. 
Launching several highly successful companies 
that have been trendsetting pioneers in their 
respective industries, has been the founder, CEO 
and President of Eximcan Canada since 1992, 
and holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Marketing 
Management from St. Joseph’s University in 
Philadelphia, U.S.A.

After rapidly diversifying into different spheres 
and understanding the changing dynamics of 
globalization, launched Eximcan Canada, a 
company with global footprints that specializes 
in distribution, importing and exporting, trading 
services, fiberglass, chemical, pharmaceutical 
industries and warehousing facilities. The 
company is headquartered in the financial 
district of Toronto, Canada and also has branch 
offices in India.

His various businesses has provided employment 
to over 350 people in Canada. USA and India.

Realized that to fulfill his vision of community 
service, he needed to be politically connected in 
order to showcase profound achievements and 
illustrate the need for expansion of community 
and social services, and required resources. Over 
the years, has established relationships with 
several important political leaders and has played 
a pivotal role assisting these leaders to achieve 
their goals and expand their networks within the 
Indian community.

Community development work represents a 
mix of public life and philanthropy. His main 
purpose in both areas has primarily been to 
foster a better understanding between the Indo-
Canadian community and mainstream Canadian 
society.

In mind, success is not a measure of prosperity 
and wealth. It is a measure of helping the 
community. Over the past four decades, he has 
divided his time almost equally between business 
development and community development. 

Achievements encompass all spheres of human 
endeavor. He has shown exemplary aptitude and 
acumen for entrepreneurship, an abiding passion 
for community development, a visionary zeal for 
philanthropy and dedication through it all.

Haresh is lifetime Trusty & Member of Board 
of Directors of  SANATAN MANDIR CULTURE 
CENTER.

His purpose is to foster a better understanding 
between the Indo-Canadian Community and the 
mainstream. Haresh’s community – based work 
in India includes a family trust established in 1986 
in Dungar village in Gujarat to assist impoverished 
people with cataracts and eye disorders. Over 
5,000 cataract surgeries have been performed 
and over 15,000 patients have been examined. A 
walk-in medical clinic served over 10,000 patients 
with free medicine. Many families in the village 
receive annual grocery supplies and students 
receive scholarship.

He build a high school under his father’s name 
in Dungar in 2011, which provides educational 
facilities to 800 students annually. He donated 
four water filtration plants to four schools 
ensuring clean drinking water to over 1,700 
schoolchildren. He also donated 40 computers 
and started computer lab for high school 
students.

Awards
Believing in the adage that work is worship. 
Bowing to the insistence of his well-wishers, he 
agreed to accept the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond 
Jubilee Medal in 2013 and the ICCC Humanitarian 
Award in 2018.

Social Services
Bhartiben Karia

Realizing the isolation faced by recently arrived 
seniors (parents of many young immigrants), 
Bharatiben Karia started the Gujarati Seniors 
Samaj of Mississauga (GSSM) over 30 years ago 
and has served hundreds of senior citizens with 
her volunteerism. 

With a sincere heart and passion to help the 
elderly she takes pride and joy in connecting 
Gujarati seniors with each other. Maintaining 
a bond with children, youth, adults and senior 
citizens she has done so much for the Gujarati 
community. Carrying on the tradition of her 
father, Late Amritlal Sheth who started the first 
Gujarati Newspaper in Gujarat and began a life of 
service at a very young age. 

Furthermore, following the footsteps of her elder 
sisters who have written Gujarati literature and 
been actively involved in social work in India, 
Bharatiben strives to keep her belief in the 
Gujarati culture and values very much alive here 
in Canada. She continues the exemplary work for 
the senior citizens in our Gujarati community. 

As the Chair of GSSM, she actively connects with 
hundreds of Gujarati families living in Canada. 
Showing her sincere altrusium all these years 
she is truly a guiding light and source of strength, 
vibrancy and vigor for many.



Culture
Madhur & Yatri 
 
For the past 27 years, Madhur & Yatri Shah have 
been supporting various Gujarati and Hindu 
cultural organizations in Ontario by offering 
professional yet non-commercial musical (Garba) 
Talent to help Hindu Gujarati institutions raise 
funds and spread the fragrance of the beautiful 
Gujarati culture.  

Madhur and Yatri Shah were born and raised 
in Toronto, Canada. Even though they are born 
citizens of Canada, they are committed to keeping 
the Gujarati culture strong in their lives and they 
want to spread the jewels of their culture in 
every way possible through their musical talent.  
Their sole intention is to spread our rich Gujarati 
cultural values, language and inspire our Gujarati 
youth to retain this wonderful treasure.  

This year, they will be performing at 7 different 
venues during the Navratri season.  

The enthusiasm and joy that is shared at these 
events energizes the whole crowd and the divine 
energy can be felt throughout the year.  It is really 
encouraging to see youth who have been born 
and brought up in a country like Canada strive so 
hard to maintain their rich cultural roots.  They 
are committed to have their children continue in 
this tradition as well.

Youth (15 to 30 years)
Rushi Ghadawala
 
Dr. Rushi Ghadawala, is leading B R Aerospace 
Group, in the capacity of Executive Chairman. 
While marching forward in the industry since 
the foundation in 2010, he has been engaged 
with various research and operational projects 
on global level, those have resulted into 
successful operations of the companies under  
B R Aerospace Group over four (04) continents in 
more than ten (10) countries. His expertise is in 
utilizing space applications for Earth Observation 
purpose, majorly for Earth Observations to study 
the effects of Climate Change on the Earth’s 
environment, and Remote Sensing in Agriculture, 
irrigation and planning, which is reflected into 
many projects with different governments and 
space agencies from across the world. He has 
more than 50 distinguished research publications 
and a couple of patents on his name in the area 
of Space technology and applications. 

He has also authored a couple of books in Space 
Science, Technology and Commercial Space 
Policy, which are published internationally by 
renowned technical publication houses. His 
involvement in various technical projects with 
various associations has enriched him with deep 
sense of understanding and knowledge with 
practical experiences in the field. He has also 
been member of working group committee at 
the United Nations office for outer space affairs 
since 2008. Presently, he is involved with various 
projects, focusing on Space Applications and 
Capacity Building, and Earth Observation and 
Climate Change. He is recipient of honorary 
doctorate for his research work in Energy and 
Cost-Efficient Interplanetary Travel. 

His innovative soil moisture model has already 
been used by the European Commission and Govt. 
of India, to address agriculture and irrigation-
based disaster mitigation planning. Since 2010, 
he is one of the only few “elected” members 
of the highly prestigious British Interplanetary 
Society. Dr. Ghadawala is actively working on 
Space Situational Awareness research with 
private space sector in Canada, as well as he has 
initiated a project to develop solar powered UAV 
for Earth Observation purpose with Government 
of Canada.

Female 
Dr. Parshati Patel
 
Dr. Parshati Patel is an astrophysicist, science 
communicator and outreach professional 
with more than seven years of experience in 
outreach and research. Born and brought up in 
Ahmedabad, India, Dr. Patel moved to Canada to 
pursue Astronomy. She received her Hons. B.Sc. 
in Physics and Astronomy from University of 
Toronto, and M.Sc. and Ph.D. in Astronomy and 
Planetary Science & Exploration from Western 
University. 

She investigated disks around young, massive 
stars. While working in various astronomy and 
planetary science outreach programs during her 
graduate studies, Dr. Patel realized her passion for 
science communication. She now communicates 
her passion at the Western University’s Centre 
for Planetary Science and Exploration in London, 
Ontario. 

She develops and leads classroom workshops 
and camps for youth, produces podcast, 
organizes public events, and trains educators 
while coordinating their outreach initiatives.  

Dr. Patel  was part of the program team that has 
won two Faculty of Science (Western University) 
Outreach Awards in 2013 and 2017. She led the 
development of the Space Explorers Program 
– the space science and technology themed 
summer program - at two locations (London and 
Richmond Hill, Ontario). All the program partners 
at the second program location (David Dunlap 
Observatory in Richmond Hill) were awarded the 
Award for Excellence in Operations by Parks and 
Recreation Ontario for 2018. 

She was recently awarded a Social Media Prize for 
the 100 Hours of Astronomy campaign organized 
by the International Astronomical Union in 
January 2019. Dr. Patel actively researches 
impact of the outreach programs she conducts 
on the youth participants. She is interested in 
understanding and gauging the engagement 
of the participants as well as their outlook and 
interest in Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics careers and fields. She advocates 
for Women in STEM, Women of Color and co-
founded grass roots organization called Women 
of Color in STEAMM in Canada in 2018.
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Culture
Kirtidan Gadhvi
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Awardees – 2017 & 2018

Overall - Lifetime services 2017

Dr. Chandrakant Shah

Overall - Lifetime services 2018

Mr. Jay Chauhan

Culture 2018

Mr. Osman Hussen Mir

Business 2018

Mr. Ajay Shah

Social Service 2018

Mr. Devang Bhatt
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About Gujarat
Facts of Gujarat

Vibrant Gujarat 2019
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facts of gujarat
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Vibrant Gujarat Summit 2019: 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi will inaugurate the 9th edition of Vibrant Gujarat Global Summit in 
Gandhinagar. 

Vibrant Gujarat Global Summit 2019: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Friday inaugurated the 9th 
edition of Vibrant Gujarat Summit in Gandhinagar in the presence of thousands of delegates and 
business leaders from across the world. “India is now ready for business as never before. In the last  
4 years, we have jumped 65 places in the Global Ranking of World Bank’s Doing Business report.  
But we are still not satisfied. I have asked my team to work harder so that India is in the top 50 next 
year,” he told the audience. 

The three-day investors’ meet is taking place at Mahatma Mandir facility for international events in the 
state capital and is ready to witness the participation of the heads of five countries – Uzbekistan, 
Rwanda, Denmark, Czech Republic and Malta – and over 30,000 national and international delegates. 
Some of the major events during the three-day meet include a round-table interaction with the heads of 
global funds, ‘Africa Day’ and an MSME convention. The closing ceremony will be held in the presence  
of Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu, the CM said. 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi will inaugurate the 9th edition of Vibrant Gujarat Global Summit in Gandhinagar.

Vibrant Gujarat Global Summit 2019: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Friday inaugurated the 9th edition of Vibrant 
Gujarat Summit in Gandhinagar in the presence of thousands of delegates and business leaders from across the world. 
“India is now ready for business as never before. In the last 4 years, we have jumped 65 places in the Global Ranking of 
World Bank’s Doing Business report. But we are still not satisfied. I have asked my team to work harder so that India is  
in the top 50 next year,” he told the audience.

The three-day investors’ meet is taking place at Mahatma Mandir facility for international events in the state capital and is 
ready to witness the participation of the heads of five countries – Uzbekistan, Rwanda, Denmark, Czech Republic and Malta 
– and over 30,000 national and international delegates. Some of the major events during the three-day meet include a 
round-table interaction with the heads of global funds, ‘Africa Day’ and an MSME convention. The closing ceremony will be 
held in the presence of Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu, the CM said.

Vibrant Gujarat 2019
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STATUE OF UNITY
AN ICON OF INDIA

An ardent patriot who was determined to unite 562 princely states with 
the mainstream India after the British Raj came to an end. 

A great administrator who stabilized the volatile condition of a newly 
freed country.

An illustrious man who led the path of unity and became an eternal icon 
for the entire nation.

Since the memory of a man who personified the spirit of Indian union 
must be as inspiring as himself for all future generations, we are  
creating the STATUE OF UNITY- an eternal embodiment of the life, 
dreams and accomplishments of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, to evoke 
remembrance and inspiration in the most unique manner possible.

SARDAR 
VALLABHBHAI 
PATEL
A TRIBUTE TO A LEGEND

AN ICONIC 182 METERS STATUE that’s a tribute to the Iron Man of India, 
is to be built at the Sadhu-Bet Island, approximately 3.5 kms south of 
Sardar Sarovar Dam at Kevadia in the Narmada district of Gujarat. This 
inspiring memorial site, with a number of edu-tainment components, is 
between the Vindhyachal and Satpuda Ranges rising weir Narmada River, 
impounded by Garudeshwar, the Sardar Sarovar Dam and the town of 
Kevadia. The majesty of this grand monument will be enhanced by  
a picturesque backdrop. Its unique location will prove to be beneficial for 
eco-tourism and regional development.

AN
SARDAR VALLABHBHAI PATEL

ICON
 OF
UNITY

SARDAR VALLABHBHAI PATEL RASHTRIYA EKTA TRUST

Block No.12, 1st Floor, New Sachivalaya Complex,
Gandhinagar-382 010. Ph: +91-79-232 52338, 52356
www.statueofunity.in

The Statue will have an estimated capacity of 15,000 visitors/day

A/V Exhibits on a fixed route to maximize the visitors  

The upper observation level can hold up to 200 people at a time 

3,000 people can visit the observation level per day, reachable by stairs 

The visitor attraction at the base of the Statue is expected to be significant

These metrics are comparable to the Statue of Liberty, the Washington 
monument, the Eiffel Tower and Pavilions at the 2010 Shanghai Expo

A NOTCH  
ABOVE THE REST 

Double the height of
The Statue of Liberty in New York

Five times the height of 
The Statue of Christ The Redeemer in Rio De Janeiro

One and a half times 
The Sardar Sarovar Dam itself

Phase 2 of Development

Development of banks of River Narmada up to Bharuch

Development of road & rail, and tourism infrastructure

Schools, colleges and universities for tribal development

Education Research Centre and Knowledge City

Tourism corridor from Garudeshwar to Bhadbhut

Clean Technology Research Park & Agriculture Training Centers

In the second phase, the engineering and designing at the project site 
will witness the following activities: 

FUTURE  
IN THE MAKING 
Phase 1 of Development 

World’s best Exhibition narrating the story of Indian National Movement,  

the unification of India and Sardar’s contribution  

Memorial Garden

Bridge connecting Sadhu Island with the mainland

Memorial and Visitors Center 

Improved Roadway between the Statue and Kevadia

Parking and Transport Site

Hotel and Convention Center 

This 182 meters tall Statue depicting Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, 
spread in 20,000 sq.meter of project area, will be surrounded by an 
enormous man-made lake spread across 12 kms of area.  
 
In and around the Statue, there will be:

CHRIST 
THE REDEEMER
RIO DE JANEIRO, 

BRAZIL
39.6 MTS

THE MOTHERLAND 
CALLS

VOLGOGRAD, 
RUSSIA
85 MTS

STATUE OF  
LIBERTY

NEW YORK,
 USA

93 MTS

USHIKU 
DAIBUTSU
IBARAKI  

PREFECTURE, 
JAPAN

120 MTS

SPRING TEMPLE 
BUDDHA

LUSHAN COUNTY,  
HENAN, CHINA

153 MTS

STATUE OF UNITY
GUJARAT, INDIA

182 MTS

Statue of Unity
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A SHARED SENTIMENT.  
A SHARED UPLIFTMENT. 

With the making of this iconic structure, the overall project area is expected 
to grow through several activities and initiatives including infrastructure for 
entertainment, education and research activities.

Considering that the location of the Statue falls under the jurisdiction of 
Narmada district that is predominantly tribal, much importance will be given 
to the issues of tribal culture and economy of the area to be included in and 
around the Statue.

The Government of Gujarat has handed over the onus of constructing the 
Statue of Unity to the ‘Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Rashtriya Ekta Trust’ (SVPRET), 
chaired by honourable Chief Minister. SVPRET will undertake all R&D and social 
activities to benefit the masses in the areas of education, infrastructure, tribal 
welfare, health and other socio-economic interests. 

SVPRET has appointed a consortium comprising Turner Project Management 
India Private Limited as Lead Member, Meinhardt India Private Limited and 
Michael Graves & Associates Inc. to provide the design, engineering, project 
management and construction management services for the Statue of Unity 
project. Many of the consortium members have been involved in the making of 
some of the world’s tallest structures.

SSNNL (Sardar Sarovar Narmada Nigam Limited) management team & its  
engineers have built the world’s third largest dam and an irrigation system, 
which is in the top five irrigation networks of the world. This team  
will implement the project.

A high-power Executive Committee, headed by Chief Secretary of  
Govt. of Gujarat comprising of other senior secretaries, will take care of  
various executive and project related decisions 

THE PROJECTED PLAN.  
THE EXPECTED GROWTH.

A WORK OF 
THE INTELLECTUAL. 
A WORK OF 
THE SKILLFUL. 

The Statue will stand high, not just in meters 
and feet, but much more in terms of academic, 
historical, national and spiritual values.  

My vision is to develop the place as a source of 
inspiration for ages to come.

“

“
Narendra Modi, 
The Chief Minister of Gujarat

ICON BASED  
RURAL AND  
TRIBAL DEVELOPMENT

STEPPING UP TO BUILD HIGH. 
STEPPING AHEAD TO THE FUTURE.

World’s fastest elevators to keep the visitor’s tour engaging 

The rich bronze cladding on the Statue gives it a marvelous look

The Statue of Unity will be a naturalistic and historically accurate 
representation of Sardar wearing characteristic garments in a 
walking pose. 

Access to the statue is via boat ride (3.5 kms)

An elaborate Gallery for a massive panoramic view of the World’s 
largest irrigation dam, the river and the hilly terrain, and an  
illustrious sight of Arabian Sea

A state-of-the-art Underwater Aquarium 

A large modern canopied public plaza, overlooking the river and the 
Statue, will have scrumptious food stalls, ornate gift shops, retail  
kiosks and other visitor amenities

The public three-level base of the Statue - exhibit floor, mezzanine 
and roof - contains the Memorial Garden and a large continuous 
exhibit hall that will be developed as a visitor attraction focusing on 
the contributions of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel

The observation deck at 500ft can accommodate 200 people at a 
time. The panoramic view from this level will enable visitors to see 
the beautiful Satpuda & Vindhyachal mountain ranges, the 256 kms 
long Sardar Sarovar Reservoir and the 12 kms long Garudeshwar 
Reservoir

“He should not confine himself within the limits of India,  
but the world is entitled to see and hear more of him."   
- Winston Churchill

We embark on a sincere attempt to do justice to this great visionary 
and his epochal contributions to the Indian nation.

BUILDING BONDS OF IRON: 

The LOHA campaign will connect the farmers with their leader. From 

each of India’s 6,50,000 villages, one agricultural iron implement will 

be collected. This iron implement will be used in the project, thereby,  

making this structure, a unique creation of farmers from all over 

India.

The project site will be completed with modern infrastructure 
which will support better standard of living for locals as well as 
better connectivity for visitors.

The project site will be connected with modern connectivity 
infrastructure such as expressways, improved rail system and 
helipads

Through scientific area planning, clean industries will be located 
around the project site

Research facilities in the area of biotechnology, clean energy and 
ethnic crafts will generate white collar jobs in this area

Location and development of educational institutions in the  
areas of agriculture, animal husbandry, pisciculture will generate 
an educational and skill development complex to support  
economic activity in the region

Development of tourism infrastructure to support MICE - 
Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions; which will 
generate huge livelihood opportunities for the local tribal  
population

Statue of Unity - Plan
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With the making of this iconic structure, the overall project area is expected 
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Considering that the location of the Statue falls under the jurisdiction of 
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management and construction management services for the Statue of Unity 
project. Many of the consortium members have been involved in the making of 
some of the world’s tallest structures.

SSNNL (Sardar Sarovar Narmada Nigam Limited) management team & its  
engineers have built the world’s third largest dam and an irrigation system, 
which is in the top five irrigation networks of the world. This team  
will implement the project.

A high-power Executive Committee, headed by Chief Secretary of  
Govt. of Gujarat comprising of other senior secretaries, will take care of  
various executive and project related decisions 
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The Statue will stand high, not just in meters 
and feet, but much more in terms of academic, 
historical, national and spiritual values.  

My vision is to develop the place as a source of 
inspiration for ages to come.
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Narendra Modi, 
The Chief Minister of Gujarat

ICON BASED  
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STEPPING AHEAD TO THE FUTURE.

World’s fastest elevators to keep the visitor’s tour engaging 

The rich bronze cladding on the Statue gives it a marvelous look

The Statue of Unity will be a naturalistic and historically accurate 
representation of Sardar wearing characteristic garments in a 
walking pose. 

Access to the statue is via boat ride (3.5 kms)

An elaborate Gallery for a massive panoramic view of the World’s 
largest irrigation dam, the river and the hilly terrain, and an  
illustrious sight of Arabian Sea

A state-of-the-art Underwater Aquarium 

A large modern canopied public plaza, overlooking the river and the 
Statue, will have scrumptious food stalls, ornate gift shops, retail  
kiosks and other visitor amenities

The public three-level base of the Statue - exhibit floor, mezzanine 
and roof - contains the Memorial Garden and a large continuous 
exhibit hall that will be developed as a visitor attraction focusing on 
the contributions of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel

The observation deck at 500ft can accommodate 200 people at a 
time. The panoramic view from this level will enable visitors to see 
the beautiful Satpuda & Vindhyachal mountain ranges, the 256 kms 
long Sardar Sarovar Reservoir and the 12 kms long Garudeshwar 
Reservoir

“He should not confine himself within the limits of India,  
but the world is entitled to see and hear more of him."   
- Winston Churchill

We embark on a sincere attempt to do justice to this great visionary 
and his epochal contributions to the Indian nation.

BUILDING BONDS OF IRON: 

The LOHA campaign will connect the farmers with their leader. From 

each of India’s 6,50,000 villages, one agricultural iron implement will 

be collected. This iron implement will be used in the project, thereby,  

making this structure, a unique creation of farmers from all over 

India.

The project site will be completed with modern infrastructure 
which will support better standard of living for locals as well as 
better connectivity for visitors.

The project site will be connected with modern connectivity 
infrastructure such as expressways, improved rail system and 
helipads

Through scientific area planning, clean industries will be located 
around the project site

Research facilities in the area of biotechnology, clean energy and 
ethnic crafts will generate white collar jobs in this area

Location and development of educational institutions in the  
areas of agriculture, animal husbandry, pisciculture will generate 
an educational and skill development complex to support  
economic activity in the region

Development of tourism infrastructure to support MICE - 
Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions; which will 
generate huge livelihood opportunities for the local tribal  
population

Statue of Unity - Development
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INSIGHTS
Gujarati Culture
By Jay Chauhan 

A Physician’s Lifelong Commitment to Indigenous Health
By Dr. Chandrakant P. Shah

Making Newcomers Aware of Aboriginal History
By Dr. Chandrakant P. Shah
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Who are Gujaratis? Much of the world 
outside India does not distinguish 
between a Gujarati and Punjabi and a 
Bengali or groups of Indians. India has a 
population of several times the size of 
United States or European Union. It has 
29 States within one country. It is the 
largest democracy in the world. This week 
the Indians will go to polls in a country 
that now has a population of 1.3 billion 
which is second biggest after China. 

There are about 68 million Gujaratis 
in Gujarat alone, which his about the 
same size as the population of United 
Kingdom. Many Gujaratis migrated to 
other countries during the colonial period 
and continue their Gujarati culture and 
speak the Gujarati language language at 
home and maintain their family traditions, 
generation after generation. Gujarat is the 
heartland of spicy vegetarian food.

Gujarat was once behind Punjab in 
economic development, but now has 
turned into a vibrant economy in the 
last 20 years. Currently, it is growing 
economically at an annual rate of more 
than 5% cumulatively each year. If Gujarat 
was a country, it would have the third 
largest growth rate for any economy 
around the world, after China and South 
Korea. 

This miracle of economic development 
in Gujarat comes from the leadership 
of Narendra Modi, a Gujarati, who has 
transformed Gujarat first and then India 
next under his leadership. He is one of the 
most popular leaders in the world. India 
is now seen as a potential major power 
along with US, Russia and  China with 
nuclear and space capability. Indian space 
technology has put in orbit more satellites 
in one launch than any other country in 
the world, including US. 

India is now firmly on the path of being an 
industrial economy and a technologically 
advanced country although there are 
large rural sectors which are still agrarian. 
The real picture of India is not understood 
in the west as the Western media still 
continues to portray a negative picture 
of India. A good example of this negative 
image making, is a recent article in The 
Economist which described the current 
election of India by portraying a picture 
of a woman carrying bricks, but failing 
to describe the achievement of Indian 
society to provide democracy to massive 
population of India.   

India has now lifted millions out of 
poverty in the last two decades. This 
development of social and economic 
change emerged first in the State of 
Gujarat in India. Gujaratis dominate 
the economic hub of India around 
Ahmedabad, the capital of Gujarat and 
Mumbai on the west coast of India. 
Mukesh Ambani, a Gujarati, is the richest 
man in India with ownership of vast 
industrial complex manufacturing many 
products and owning one of the most 
expensive houses in the world in Mumbai.
   
Why is this leadership of Gujaratis not 
noticed in the outside world? This is in 
part because the outside world perceives 
India as one country. Gujarati culture is 
a humble and unpretentious and has a 
strong Hindu based conservative religious 
attitudes, which perpetuates generation 
after generation with arranged marriages 

and stable family structure. Gujarati 
modesty prevails in not saying ‘thank 
you’ as social and family obligations are 
considered duty. The polite greeting of 
‘nameste’ with clasped hands, represents 
the ultimate in Gujarati politeness which 
western cultures often interpret as lack of 
assertiveness and ability. 

The cultural norm of Gujaratis is the 
large family system which includes 
parents, grandparents  and children. After 
marriage the daughter in law becomes 
the member of the husband’s family and 
the relationship with in-laws conducted 
amicably. Focus of the family is education. 
Gujarati families strive to pay for the 
children for higher education rather than 
let children borrow for education.  

Gujaratis form part of the Aryan group 
which settled in North India thousands 
of years ago. Gujarati language which 
evolved from Sanskrit, developed in 
west India about a 1000 years ago.   
Punjabi culture on the other hand faced 
challenges on the western front from 
foreign aggressors like Alexander who 
come through the Khyber pass, and it 
created a strong and assertive culture in 
that part of India which is evident today in 
the military forces of India.
 
The Punjabis and Gujaratis settled in 
Canada and each have about half a million 
in Canada, but the cultural traits of each 
group plays out differently in Canada. In 
politics in the Trudeau Cabinet there are 
about 4 Sikhs and Punjabis, and a total of 
about 20 federal members of parliament 
who are also of the same group. To 
Canadians they appear Indian. Gujaratis 
are not represented in politics of Canada.

The assertive cultural traits of Punjabis 
and Sikhs plays out in assertive 
professions like law, politics and 
Journalism.  There are more Punjabi news 
papers than Gujarati papers in Canada 
and there are more Punjabi speaking 
lawyers than Gujrati speaking lawyers, 

Gujarati Culture

 Jay Chauhan is a lawyer and author  
 of an autobiographical non-fictional 
 novel called Love in the Empire.
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and more of them are in litigation and in 
the court room arena. Gujaratis are less 
likely to take up sports like boxing and 
hockey.

The colour coding of Indians by the British 
after the end of black slavery in 1833 and 
use of indentured labour from India in 
1836 onwards, has created colour coding 
of societies. Indians got slotted in the 
middle group and Gujaratis culture being 
humble has taken longer to revive their 
confidence to be in leadership positions, 
and create a culture of entrepreneurship 
and industrialization in the second half 
of the 20th century. The revival of the 
Gujarati culture is now reflected not only 
within India, but also outside where the 
Gujaratis have outperformed others in 
many foreign countries. Examples are 
a number of professionals, including 
lawyers, doctors, engineers. Ownership 
of half of all motels in US is held by the 
Patel Gujarati group. A large proportion of 
the UK doctors are Indian there is a good 
representation of Gujaratis in that group. 

In US the family income of Indians is 
about US $90,000 whilst American family 
income is about US $50,000. There is a 
very large numbers of Gujaratis in this US 
population.

Gujarati culture is rapidly changing with 
our exposure to the western world. The 
new generation, both in India and outside, 
is becoming more assertive. Narendra 
Modi, the Prime Minister of India, is a 
Gujarati, and he transformed the image 
of Gujaratis and Indians within India and 
outside. He sets a very good example 
of humility with strength of individual 
character, which comes from Gujarati 
culture.  

Gujaratis have risen to the occasion in 
Indian history. Gandhiji was a Gujarati 
from Porbandar and Rajkot. He became 
a Barrister in England but lived a frugal 
life and led the non-violent movement 
which made India independent and 

brought down the colonial rule of Britain 
around the world. Mukeh Ambani, 
another current example of extraordinary 
achievement in business. His US $54 
billon net worth makes him the richest 
man in India, and also one of the richest 
in the world.   

Many Gujratis themselves do not know 
that they as a group built the East African 
economies of Kenya, Uganda, Zanzibar 
and Tanzania, by building, schools, trade 
and professions under the umbrella of 
British Empire in the twentieth century. 
My personal story exemplifies the story 
of East African Gujarati Indians. With no 
law school in Tanzania, I learnt English 
and became a Barrister at Lincoln’s Inn in 
England. 

I got scholarships at London School of 
Economics and Berlin Universities to study 
development economics, recognizing 
that economics was more important than 
law in Africa. With political upheaval and 
with Africanization, I moved to Canada 
and studied again at Osgoode Hall and  
became a lawyer in Canada, and then a 
Deputy Judge, and now a mentor to many 
lawyers, and particularly women and 
minorities in Richmond Hill.

In excelling in 
all endeavours 
in the west, 
my message 
to Gujaratis is 
that we should 
not compromise 
our values by 
making short cuts 
to achieve our 
professional and 
family goals. Gujarati 
community needs to 
be united and shed the 
remnants of the colonial 
thinking. Our compassion to 
others of different backgrounds 
should be shown in educational, 
political and charitable activities and 

in helping others including the native 
populations of this country. We need 
to adjust our attitude of humility and 
improve our image and participation in 
politics, business, industry, law, literature 
and journalism which are expressive 
professions.  

As India assumes a more dominant role 
in world cultures, the dominant cultures 
of India, including Gujarati culture, will 
become more understood in the rest of 
the world. 

* Jay Chauhan is a lawyer and author of an   
 autobiographical non-fictional novel called  
 Love in the Empire.
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For Dr. Chandrakant P. Shah, professor 
emeritus at the Dalla Lana School of 
Public Health and Honorary Consulting 
Physician at Anishnawbe Health Toronto 
(AHT), commitment to Indigenous health 
goes back more than four decades. 

In the mid-70s, the University of 
Toronto professor of Public Health and 
paediatrician first volunteered to serve as 
a clinician for 26 First Nations in the Sioux 
Lookout Zone, a role he continued until 
1988. 

“As a relatively new immigrant to Canada, 
I had no exposure to First Nations 
people. When I visited one of these 
communities, I was taken for a home 
visit by canoe to see a woman struggling 
with multiple sclerosis as she could not 
travel to the clinic. When I visited her, 
she told me her major concern was not 
her own health; she was worried for her 
four young children who did not have 
enough to eat. Her home was cold and 
drafty; it had no indoor plumbing and 
the kitchen cupboards were bare. I was 
heartbroken. I thought to myself, here 
in Canada, we boast about being the 
breadbasket for whole world, and yet, in 
my own backyard, children are starving,” 
remembers Dr. Shah. 

 Dr. Shah became a strong ally of 
Indigenous Canadians. His commitment 
and dedication grew to helping the 
medical profession to understand the 
impacts of historical trauma and the 
social determinants of health on both 
the quality of life and life expectancy of 
Indigenous peoples. 

“While I continued to visit First Nations 
communities to provide healthcare 
services, I also began to understand that 
First Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples 
living in urban areas were a growing 
population. Today, 60 per cent of 
Indigenous people live in Canada’s urban 
cities,” says Dr. Shah. After his retirement 
from the University of Toronto, Dr. Shah 
agreed to come to work to support 
Toronto’s Indigenous community as a 
physician at AHT. 

Dr. Shah worked alongside and 
collaboratively with traditional healers, 
medicine people, counsellors and other 
multidisciplinary healthcare professionals 
to help urban Indigenous peoples reclaim 
their health and cultural identity. 
More importantly, he has been a strong 
advocate for self-determination and 
the leadership by Indigenous people, 
including the role of traditional healing 
practices in moving healthcare forward. 

He also successfully advocated for the 
inclusion of more information about 
Canada’s First Peoples in Citizenship 
information for new Canadians so that 
people like him and his wife Sudha, who 
came to Canada in the early 60s, would 
have a better understanding of the impact 
and history of Indigenous people on our 
country. 

Today, at the age of 82 and after he has 
now retired (for a second time) from 
his day-to-day work as a staff physician 
at AHT, Dr. Shah continues to support 
the work of Anishnawbe Health as 
an honorary physician consultant. He 
provides advice and guidance on current 

issues. He volunteers as a board member 
and chair of the finance committee for 
its new foundation where he is actively 
recruiting donors, sponsors and partners 
to support the campaign for a new home 
for the organization. 

Always one to lead by example, the Shahs 
and their family have made their own 
leadership gift to the campaign. 
Dr. Shah and his wife Sudha donated 
$100,000 to support the foundation’s 
campaign to raise funds to support a 
new home for Anishnawbe Health that 
will bring all of its services and programs 
under one roof. In recognition of this gift, 
the reception area on the primary care 
floor of the new health centre will be 
named in honour of the Shah family. 

“I strongly believe in the need for a new 
facility for Anishnawbe Health. Primary 
health care was the focus of nearly 20 
years of my career and I knew it was 
where we wanted to direct our support,” 
says Dr. Shah. 

This reception area is the first point 
of contact for clients visiting primary 
care physicians and team members for 
medical challenges and to seek support 
in managing chronic disease such as 
diabetes and hypertension. 

For more information on how you can 
join the Shahs in supporting the work 
of the Anishnawbe Health Foundation, 
visit http://support anishnawbe.ca/the-
campaign/anew-home-for-anishnawbe-
health.          
  
– Courtesy: Anishnawbe Health Foundation

Shah is most well known for his research 
and activism in the Aboriginal Health 
and Wellness space.

A Physician’s Lifelong Commitment  
to Indigenous Health
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Grant’s Desi Achiever Dr. Chandrakant 
Shah is a Canadian physician, researcher 
and social activist. 

Dr. Shah has been a staff physician since 
1996, providing primary health care to 
Toronto’s indigenous community as well 
as people who have been marginalized, 
such as the homeless, the unemployed 
and children living in poverty. 

He was bestowed the Order of Ontario in 
2005 and the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond 
Jubilee Medal in 2012. 

Bringing Awareness of Aboriginal Issues in the 
Citizenship Examination for New Canadians 
published by Dimension, Canada Race 
Relation Foundation (CRRF), details the 
efforts of Dr. Shah to update the Canadian 
citizenship examination with a more 
robust understanding of First Nations and 
Aboriginal Canadians. 

The condensed version below was 
published in 150 Stories: Celebrating 
Canada’s Sesquicentennial, which pays 
tribute to Canada’s diversity, democratic 
principles and multiculturalism by telling 
the stories of remarkable Canadian 
individuals, organizations, initiatives and 
historic events. 

*****
I immigrated to Canada in 1965 after 
medical training in India, the United 
Kingdom and the United States. 

At the time, Canada was a less receptive 
country for visible minorities, and I faced 
a significant amount of discrimination in 
my professional life. 

In Ontario in particular, I was told 
that I would never get a license to 
practise medicine no matter what my 
qualifications were. 

This attitude led me to British Columbia to 
practise medicine. 
 
I returned to Ontario in 1972 when I was 
approached by the University of Toronto 
with an offer of a professorship in the 
Department of Preventive Medicine and 
Biostatistics and a staff physician at the 
Hospital for Sick Children. 

In 2007, I was recognized as an Making 
newcomers aware of aboriginal history 
Outstanding Physician of Ontario by the 
same organization that had rejected me 
in 1965.
 
This experience shaped my work and my 
advocacy efforts over the years. 
At the University of Toronto, I worked 
to shift thinking on diversity in faculty 
composition. UofT is the largest Canadian 
university, in the most diverse Canadian 
city where visible minorities constitute 
over 50 per cent of the population. 

By 1999, the university’s student body 
reflected the diversity of Toronto, but the 
same was not true for its faculty (only 8.7 
per cent visible minorities). 

During this period the university had 
made several pledges to increase the 
diversity of its faculty but very little had 
been achieved. In January of 2000, The 
Toronto Star published my interview with 
them about the lack of a plan to increase 

faculty diversity by administration at the 
University of Toronto. 

Working with a colleague, I had 
constructed a model to show projected 
diversity rates within faculty, based upon 
current efforts, would take 52 years to 
reach 15 per cent! 

The Toronto Star report drew a large 
amount of attention and resulted in 
changes in hiring policies and proactive 
recruitment. By 2014 (a mere ten years 
later), U of T achieved 15 per cent of 
visible minorities in the faculty. 

I have also focused my efforts to help 
Aboriginal peoples. 

I was always bothered by the citizenship 
examination and the lack of Aboriginal 
history content. 

The citizenship department requires all 
immigrants who wish to become Canadian 
citizens be well versed in certain aspects 
of Canada such as its parliamentary 
system, organization of provinces and 
local governments, as well as aspects 
of historical perspectives, such as the 
role of ‘founding nations’; and it had 
three cursory lines about the Aboriginal 
population. 

There was no mention about the treaties 
that were signed; about the forced 
process of assimilation through residential 
schools; the “sixties scoop”; and how 
systematically, Aboriginal peoples were 
stripped of their culture, heritage, 
language and belief system. 

In 1991, I began a one-person letter 
writing campaign to the governments of 
the day, churches and social organizations 
about the need for a change in the 
Citizenship Guide to provide more 
information about Aboriginal peoples to 
new immigrants. 

Shah is most well known for his research 
and activism in the Aboriginal Health 
and Wellness space.

Making Newcomers Aware  
of Aboriginal History
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Since Confederation, new immigrants 
represent at least sixteen per cent of 
the Canadian population, yet they have 
very little or almost no knowledge about 
Aboriginal peoples – leading many new 
Canadians to hold stereotypical negative 
views towards Aboriginal peoples. 

My letter-writing campaign lasted for 
almost three years and as a result in 1994 
the materials provided in citizenship guide 
and the citizenship exams were updated. 

The guide now includes relevant material 
about Aboriginal peoples and questions 
on the exam. 

Since 1994, over two million new 
Canadians are now aware of Aboriginal 
peoples and their history; as will all the 
future newcomers to Canada be. This has 
been in keeping with the spirit of 
 
– Reprinted with the permission of Canadian 
Race Relation Foundation and author  
Dr. Chandrakant Shah

ARTICLES CREDIT: 
These articles were published in the February 2019 
issue of Desi News magazine.
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AVNI SHAH Lawyer

     ashah@sslawyers.ca       (416) 818-4000
       1780 Albion Road, Unit #8 Toronto, ON - M9V 1C1

Family Law

Real Estate Law

Corporate Law

Wills and Estates

Power of Attorney

Notarization

BARRISTER
SOLICITOR  
NOTARY PUBLIC
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YEAR IN REVIEW
2017 to 2019

GPAC Gala Night 2018

Panorama India Celebration

Gujarat Gaurav Diwas & Award Ceremony 2018

GPAC Gala Night 2017
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GPAC Gala Night 2018

 

 

            3rd November, 2018 

Gujarat Public Affairs Council of Canada (GPAC) is a premier not-for-profit organization which was formed 
with the vision of “Together we will achieve a better and prosperous future; economically, culturally and 
socially. Be the key influencing organization between the Gujarat, India & Canadian government.” Our 
programs and policies foster individual initiative, and the ability of members to make a significant 
contribution to the economic, cultural and social fabric of Indian - Canadian community. 

GPAC celebrated Sardar Patel’s Birth Anniversary and inauguration of Statue of Unity in Gujarat. GPAC 
also celebrated the festival of Diwali and Hindu New Year; a unique event with live music entertainment 
with Gujarati, Folk, Bollywood, ghazal songs by Praher and Sampada from India & speeches by Chief 
Guests at Sringeri Vidya Education Foundation, Toronto on November 3rd, 2018 from 6.30pm.  

His Excellency Consulate General of India (Toronto), Shri Dinesh Bhatia and Mayor of Brampton, 
Mr.Patrick Brown were event’s Guest of Honor. GPAC Members and Advisory Council was in attendance. 
Gujarat Gaurav Award winners Dr. Chandrakant Shah, Jay Chauhan and GGA Business category winner 
Ajay Shah were present at the event.  The event was also graced by Renowned Swami of Sivananda 
Ashram in Ahmedabad, Adhyatmanandaji and Acharya Dr. Lokesh Muniji of Ahimsa Vidya Bharti, New 
Delhi. Vipan Sharma of Canada India Global Forum addressed the community. 

Event started with Deep Pragatya, followed by National Anthems of Canada and India. Pranav Patel  
welcomed everyone and also invited new President Bhavesh Bhatt to the stage who gave the information 
about GPAC, past year’s work and future initiatives which GPAC will endeavor into.  

Dhaval Vediya, Secretary General of GPAC felicitated CGI, Toronto Shri Dinesh Bhatiaji who then displayed 
two videos on Statue of Unity and life of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. He also gave a very informative and 
interesting speech on Sardar’s life, governance, public life and management.   

The event management was done by Ashwin Amin (Treasurer). The stage management was done by new 
VP, Nareshkumar Patel, IT and website was taken care by Director Chirag Shah. The food management 
was done by Don Patel and Vijay Pandya. Naresh Chavda, Pranav Patel were instrumental in attracting the 
right Sponsors for the event. Event was Emcee’d by Jaimin who made the entire event very interactive. 
GPAC gave opportunity to an all Gujarati Orchestra and Singers (mostly from Ahmedabad). Melodious 
singing, scintillating music and energetic performances were the key highlights.    

Sringeri Vidya foundation served mouth- watering starters, appetizers, sumptuous dinner followed by 
desserts. The event was attended by Media giants of Gujarati Media – Gujarat Weekly, Gujarat Abroad, 
Swadesh, Gujarat Newsline & Divya Bhaskar. Was also covered live by TV channels like PTC, Zee TV and 
ATN.  

For GPAC, 

Dhaval Vediya  

(Secretary General)  
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GPAC Gala Night 2018
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Panorama India Celebration

India Day Parade Celebrations - August 2018

GPAC participated in the India day Parade with Panorama 
India. Parade Marshall was renowned Bollywood Actor, 
Jimmy Shergill from India. GPAC was approached to create 
a float for Gujarat. We harped on the opportunity, Board 
of directors contributed for the design and making of the 
float. The float was on a 56” truck which was divided into 
two. 

GPAC member Bhavesh Kothari helped with the design. In 
collaboration with Seniors group, we were able to depict 
Mahatma Gandhi and a village theme on one half of the 
float. The other half was Garba performance with a group 
of dancers who were clad in designer chaniya cholis and 
kedias. Garba music made the entire parade and dance on 
the tunes of Gujaratis. 

It was quite popular and people really liked the design as 
well as the music. We were adjudged the BEST float among 
the 40 floats, received the Prestigious First Prize. It was 
attended by 60,000 community members which helped to 
make GPAC aware in GTA.  
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Panorama India Celebration
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Gujarat Gaurav Diwas  
and Award Ceremony 2018

 

 

GPAC Gaurav Divas Celebrations 2018 

Gujarat Public Affairs Council of Canada (GPAC) is a premier not-for-profit organization 
which was formed with the vision of “Together we will achieve a better and prosperous 
future; economically, culturally and socially. Be the key influencing organization 
between the Gujarat, India & Canadian government.” 

Our programs and policies foster individual initiative, and the ability of members to 
make a significant contribution to the economic, cultural and social fabric of Indian - 
Canadian community. 

GPAC celebrated the birth anniversary of Gujarat state on May 5th; we planned a unique 
event with enthralling mixture of entertainment, awards presentations, and speeches 
by eminent public figures from our community at Sringeri Vidya Bharti Foundation, 80 
Brydon Drive, Etobicoke, ON, M9W 4N6. 

The event was declared open by GPAC General Secretary Dhaval Vediya along with some 
housekeeping and privacy rules and fire & safety announcements. The Directors 
welcomed & escorted each dignitary and guests to their reserved spots. We had the 
Deep Pragatya ceremony by GPAC Advisory Council and Directors with vedic chants by 
Sringeri Priest. Chief Guest of the event was Excellency Consul Mr. Depinder Singh (in 
place of His Excellency Dinesh Bhatia) and Minister for Senior Affairs, Dipika Damerla 
graced the event. This year Gujarat Gaurav was bestowed on 4 individuals with global 
achievements in the field of Business, Culture, Social Service and Lifetime.  The hall was 
then filled with patriotism when Canadian and Indian National Anthems were sung with 
full enthusiasm. Zankar Dance Group performed  Lord Ganesha Vandana and a dance 
theme on Gujarat including Garba and Dandia Ras.  

Naresh Chavda, GPAC President provided the audience the reason why GPAC was 
created, Mission, vision and then thanked the members and dignitaries involved. He also 
provided the summary of the events since 2017 and spoke about future ventures of 
GPAC. Gujarat Chief Minister Shri Vijaybhai Rupani had sent his congratulatory message 
to GPAC and all Canadian-Gujaratis which was read by Vice President Pranav Patel. 
Bhavesh Bhatt announced MOU with Garvi Gujarat Seniors Group. The Consul and 
Minister were felicitated with flowers by Jash Patel and Tony Panchal and introduced by 
GPAC directors Chirag Shah and Vijay Pandya respectively. Thereafter International Book 
Launch of India@2050 written by renowned Management guru, Dr. Shailesh Thaker was 
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Gujarat Gaurav Diwas  
and Award Ceremony 2018

 

 

inaugurated. Dipakaji made an exceptional speech which was applauded by all the 500 
attendees. Andrew Scheer, Leader of Official Opposition presented a letter which was 
read by Secretary General – Dhaval Vediya.  

Gujarat Gaurav Samman is the award which is conferred to a Canadian of Gujarati origin 
who has distinctly contributed to both the Gujarati community and Canadian society at 
large. Gujarat Gaurav Award 2018 was conferred on Shri Jay Chauhan who is a renowned 
ex-judge, lawyer, author and philanthropist who has served the Gujarati & Canadian 
community at large. He graciously accepted the award and also gave a very inspiring 
speech. The award was presented by GPAC Directors, Dipika Damerla and Consul 
Depinder Singh. Gujarat Gaurav for Business was won by Ajay Shah, top realtor in GTA. 
Gujarat Gaurav for Social Service was awarded to Media & journalism guru, Devang 
Bhatt who flew from India for this event. Gujarat Gaurav for Culture was won by folk 
and Bollywood singer Osman Mir.  

GPAC organization also got the privilege to get associated with organizations like OFBJP, 
UPICA, Panorama India, Indo Canadian Chamber of Commerce and International Yoga 
Day Canada.    

Vote of thanks to the esteemed guests was presented by Directors - Don R.B Patel and 
Bhavesh Bhatt. Sponsor were thanked by directors -  Ashvinkumar Amin & Naresh Patel. 

In the audience, along with 500 - GPAC members, their families, invitees, Advisory 
council members, we had Dr. Shailesh Thaker (renowned Management Guru) & Devang 
Bhatt (Media and Journalism guru) from India. Then Sachin Joshi and Sonal Vala with 
their live entertainment mesmerized the audience with their selection of folk, sufi, 
classical and Bollywood songs. Event photography and videography was covered by Naik 
Productions.  

Sumptuous dinner was served which concluded the ceremony. There were a lot of 
networking opportunities for members and families. This event was covered by Gujarati 
Newspapers – Gujarat Weekly, Gujarat Newsline, Gujarat Express, Gujarat Abroad, 
Divyabhaskar and Swadesh. TV networks - ATN & Zee TV covered the event too. 

In all a very successful event with the efforts of Naresh Chavda (President-GPAC), all 
directors and members.  

Thank s.. Dhaval Vediya (Secretary General)  
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GPAC Gala Night 2017

 

 

GPAC Gaurav Divas Celebrations 2018 

Gujarat Public Affairs Council of Canada (GPAC) is a premier not-for-profit organization 
which was formed with the vision of “Together we will achieve a better and prosperous 
future; economically, culturally and socially. Be the key influencing organization 
between the Gujarat, India & Canadian government.” 

Our programs and policies foster individual initiative, and the ability of members to 
make a significant contribution to the economic, cultural and social fabric of Indian - 
Canadian community. 

GPAC celebrated the birth anniversary of Gujarat state on May 5th; we planned a unique 
event with enthralling mixture of entertainment, awards presentations, and speeches 
by eminent public figures from our community at Sringeri Vidya Bharti Foundation, 80 
Brydon Drive, Etobicoke, ON, M9W 4N6. 

The event was declared open by GPAC General Secretary Dhaval Vediya along with some 
housekeeping and privacy rules and fire & safety announcements. The Directors 
welcomed & escorted each dignitary and guests to their reserved spots. We had the 
Deep Pragatya ceremony by GPAC Advisory Council and Directors with vedic chants by 
Sringeri Priest. Chief Guest of the event was Hon. Consul Mr. Depinder Singh (in place of 
His Excellency Dinesh Bhatia) and Minister for Senior Affairs, Dipika Damerla graced the 
event. This year Gujarat Gaurav was bestowed on 4 individuals with global achievements 
in the field of Business, Culture, Social Service and Lifetime.  The hall was then filled with 
patriotism when Canadian and Indian National Anthems were sung with full enthusiasm. 
Zankar Dance Group performed  Lord Ganesha Vandana and a dance theme on Gujarat 
including Garba and Dandia Ras.  

Naresh Chavda, GPAC President provided the audience the reason why GPAC was 
created, Mission, vision and then thanked the members and dignitaries involved. He also 
provided the summary of the events since 2017 and spoke about future ventures of 
GPAC. Gujarat Chief Minister Shri Vijaybhai Rupani had sent his congratulatory message 
to GPAC and all Canadian-Gujaratis which was read by Vice President Pranav Patel. 
Bhavesh Bhatt announced MOU with Garvi Gujarat Seniors Group. The Consul and 
Minister were felicitated with flowers by Jash Patel and Tony Panchal and introduced by 
GPAC directors Chirag Shah and Vijay Pandya respectively. Thereafter International Book 
Launch of India@2050 written by renowned Management guru, Dr. Shailesh Thaker was 
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GPAC Gala Night 2017

 

 

inaugurated. Dipakaji made an exceptional speech which was applauded by all the 500 
attendees. Andrew Scheer, Leader of Official Opposition presented a letter which was 
read by Secretary General – Dhaval Vediya.  

Gujarat Gaurav Samman is the award which is conferred to a Canadian of Gujarati origin 
who has distinctly contributed to both the Gujarati community and Canadian society at 
large. Gujarat Gaurav Award 2018 was conferred on Shri Jay Chauhan who is a renowned 
ex-judge, lawyer, author and philanthropist who has served the Gujarati & Canadian 
community at large. He graciously accepted the award and also gave a very inspiring 
speech. The award was presented by GPAC Directors, Dipika Damerla and Consul-Press 
and community welfare, Davinder Pal Singh. Gujarat Gaurav for Business was won by 
Ajay Shah, top realtor in GTA. Gujarat Gaurav for Social Service was awarded to Media 
& journalism guru, Devang Bhatt who flew from India for this event. Gujarat Gaurav for 
Culture was won by folk and Bollywood singer Osman Mir.  

GPAC organization also got the privilege to get associated with organizations like OFBJP, 
UPICA, Panorama India, Indo Canadian Chamber of Commerce and International Yoga 
Day Canada.    

Vote of thanks to the esteemed guests was presented by Directors - Don R.B Patel and 
Bhavesh Bhatt. Sponsor were thanked by directors -  Ashvinkumar Amin & Naresh Patel. 

In the audience, along with 500 - GPAC members, their families, invitees, Advisory 
council members, we had Dr. Shailesh Thaker (renowned Management Guru) & Devang 
Bhatt (Media and Journalism guru) from India. Then Sachin Joshi and Sonal Vala with 
their live entertainment mesmerized the audience with their selection of folk, sufi, 
classical and Bollywood songs. Event photography and videography was covered by Naik 
Productions.  

Sumptuous dinner was served which concluded the ceremony. There were a lot of 
networking opportunities for members and families. This event was covered by Gujarati 
Newspapers – Gujarat Weekly, Gujarat Newsline, Gujarat Express, Gujarat Abroad, 
Divyabhaskar and Swadesh. TV networks - ATN & Zee TV covered the event too. 

In all a very successful event with the efforts of Naresh Chavda (President-GPAC), all 
directors and members.  

Thanks.. Dhaval Vediya (Secretary General)  
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Directory
Member’s List

International Gujarati Samaj Directory  
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Member’s List

AJAY SHAH
ALAUKIK NAIK
ASHWIN AMIN
BALMUKUND KIRI
BHADRESH PATEL
BHARAT CHAVDA
BHARGAV PATEL
BHAVESH BHATT
BHAVESH KOTHARI
BHAVIK PARIKH
BHUPENDRA RAVAL
BIREN PATEL
BIREN SHELAT
CHIRAG SHAH
DEEPAK PATEL
DHAVAL VEDIYA
DHAVAL(DON) PATEL
DHIREN MEHTA
DHIREN SHAH
FENIL PATEL
HARKANT PATEL
HIREN PATEL

HITESH SINDHAV
JAGDISH SEVAK
JAYMIN THAKKAR
JESAL PATEL
JIGNESH PATEL
JITENDRA JOSHI
JITENDRA THAKKAR
JITENDRA VYAS
KALPESH JOSHI
MANESH PATEL
MAYUR DAVE
NARESH CHAVDA
NARESH PATEL
NAYAN BRAHMBHATT
NAYAN PATEL
NILESH PATEL
NIRAV BHATT
PANKAJ DAVE
PANKAJ PATEL
PARAS PARIKH
PARIN CHOKSI
PARTH PATEL

PARTH RAVAL
PATHIK SHUKLA
PRADHYUMAN ZALA
PRANAV PATEL
PRAVIN SHARMA
PRAVINCHANDRA SHAH
RAJESH BRAHMBHATT
RAJESH SHAH
RAJNIKANT PATEL
RAKESH MODI
RAKESH PATEL
SANJAY BATERIWALA
SHAILESH PATEL
SHARMILA DAVE
SUDEEP VERMA
TUSHAR SHAH
VIJAY PANDYA
VIPUL PATEL
VIRAL PATEL
VISHAL MEMBER
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international gujarati samaj Directory 
International List Gujarati Samaj

1 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	AUSTIN 2 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	WESTERN	AUSTRALIA 3 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	NEW	SOUTH	WALES,
GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	AUSTIN, INC.	,PO	BOX	351, NEW	SOUTH	WALES,
P.O.	BOX	204231 TUART	HILL, AUSTRALIA.
AUSTIN,	,	TX. WESTERN	AUSTRALIA. president@gujaratisamaj.org.au
78720‐4231 PH:0448791436
contact@gujaustin.org PH:0412052304

4 GUJARATI	MITRA	MANDAL, 5 GUJARATI	ASSOCIATION	OF	VICTORIA, 6 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	WESTERN	AUSTRALIA,
3	QUEENFERRY	PLACE, P	O	BOX	497, PO	BOX	351,
GREENVALE,	VICTORIA, RESERVOIR TUART	HILL,
AUSTRALIA. VICTORIA, WESTERN	AUSTRALIA‐	6939.
svkhatri@yahoo.com AUSTRALIA

7 GUJARATI	ASSOCIATION	OF	QUEENSLAD, 8 GUJARATI	CULTURAL	ASSOCIATION	OF	BAY 9 GUJARATI	ASSOCIATION	OF	AUSTRALIA,
KENMORE	LIBRARY	KENMORE	VILLAGE, 46560	FREMONT	BLVD. UNIT‐4,	60	WIGRAM	STREET,
9	BROOKFIELD	ROAD, #109,FREMONT, HARRIS	PARK	2150,
KENMORE	4069. CA	94538, NSW	AUSTRALIA.
AUSTRALIA. AUSTRALIA. info@yuvagujarat.com.au
0415251748 info@gcabayarea.org

10 SHRI	GUJARATI	SAMAJ	BAHRAIN 11 ARYA	SAMAJ	OTTAWA	, 12 GUJARATI	MANDAL	OF	CALGARY,
Villa	340,Road	No:3809,Block:338 149	SAI	CRESCENT	, P	O	BOX	1003	,C
Adliya,	Kingdom	of	Bahrain OTTAWA	, ALGARY,
P.O.Box	1391 ONTARIO	, CANADA.
info@shreegujaratisamajbahrain.org, CANADA. info@gujaratimandalcalgary.ca

TELEPHONE	NO.	+1	613	738	2752

13 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	MONTREAL	INC, 14 GUJARATI	CULTURAL	SOCIETY	OF	TORONTO, 15 JAIN	SOCIETY	OF	ALBERTA,
P.O.	BOX	38120, 134	RIMMINGTON	DRIVE	, 14225	‐	133	AVENUE,
3347	BOULEVARD	DES	SOURCES, THORNHILL	, EDMONTON,	ALBERTA,
DOLLARD‐DES‐ORMEAUX, CANADA. T5L	4W3,
QUEBEC, CANADA.
CANADA. Tel:	780‐435‐9070
info@gujaratisamaj.ca mukesh.khimasia@gmail.com

16 GUJARATI	SOCIETY	OF	BRITISH	COLUMBIA 17 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	MONTREAL, 18 GARVI	GUJARAT	ASSOCIATION	OF	CANADA,
PO	BOX	4224, P.O.	BOX	38120, UPPER	FLOOR,
MAIN	PO, 3347	BOULEVARD	DES	SOURCES, MAHARAJA	BANQUET	HALL,
VANCOUVER,	B.C.	V6B	3Z7, DOLLARD‐DES‐ORMEAUX, 9257	34	AVENUE,
CANADA. QUEBEC, EDMONTON,	ALBERTA,	T6E	5T5,
news@gsbc.ca CANADA. CANADA.

info@gujaratisamaj.ca garvigujaratedmonton@gmail.com

19 GUJARAT	SAMAJ	OF	ONTARIO,	TORONTO, 20 HALTON	GUJARATI	SAMAJ, 21 BRAHMIN	SAMAJ	(SOCIETY)	OF	ONTARIO,
14	UPTON	CRESCENT 982	FARMSTEAD	DRIVE, 116‐10	GILLINGHAM	DRIVE,
MARKHAM	, MILTON,	ON	L9T	8J1, SUITE	#478,
CANADA. CANADA. BRAMPTON	ON	L6X	5A5

haltongujaratisamaj@gmail.com CANADA.
brahmin.samaj@yahoo.ca

22 GUJARATI	MANDAL	OF	CALGARY, 23 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	DUBAI, 24 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	ATLANTA,
P.O.	BOX	1003	STN.	M, P.	O.	BOX	3103, 5331,	ROYAL	WOODS,
CALGARY,	ALBERTA, DUBAI(UAE). PKWY,	30084,
CANADA. 04	3356590 TUCKER,
info@gujaratimandalcalgary.ca admin@gujaratisamajdubai.com GEORGIA.

7704960081
info@gsatlanata.org

25 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	GERMANY	E.V.	, 26 GUJRATI	SAMAJ	HONG	KONG, 27 THE	GUJARAT	SAMAJ	LTD.,
HEIDE	STRASSE	34, GPO	BOX	8765	ROOM	2908, UNIT	C&D,	11/FLOOR,CENTRE	MARK	II,
60316,	FRANKFURT, 2	EXCHANGE	SQUARE	NO.8	CONNAUGHT	PLACE, 305‐313	QUEEN’S	ROAD	CENTRAL,
GERMANY. CENTRAL,	HONG	KONG. HONG	KONG.
info@gujaratisamajgermany.com Contact	No.:	852‐2523	6180 info@gujaratsamajhk.com

dk.patel@lgt.com

28 GUJARATI	CULTURAL	ASSOCIATION	OF	UTAH, 29 VISA	OSHWAL	COMMUNITY	, 30 SHRI	KATHIAWAR	JANSARI	MANDAL,
PO	BOX	95468,	SOUTH	JORDAN, P	O	BOX	18492 P	O	BOX	40839,
UT	84095, NAIROBI, NAIROBI	,
JORDAN. KENYA. KENYA.
gcautah@gmail.com TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	553161 TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	220753

31 PATEL	BROTHERHOOD	, 32 SHRI	GURJAR	SUTAR	COMMUNITY	, 33 SHRI	CUTCHI	MADHAPUR	P.G.M.,
P	O	BOX	18408, P	O	BOX	46367, P	O	BOX	46768,
NAIROBI	, NAIROBI, NAIROBI,
KENYA. KENYA. KENYA.
TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	557227 TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	558187 TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	822748

34 KENYA	BRAHMA	SABHA	, 35 KENYA	PRAGATI	MANDAL	, 36 KENYA‐INDIA	FRIENDSHIP	ASSOCIATION	,
P	O	BOX	48385 P	O	BOX	42796 PO	BOX	74800
NAIROBI	,	KENYA NAIROBI	,	KENYA NAIROBI	,	KENYA
TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	338984 TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	223551 TELEPHONE	NO.	226225/221910

Cmake@arcc.or.ke

37 LOHANA	MAHAJAN	MANDAL	, 38 ARYA	SAMAJ	, 39 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	COLUMBIA	MISSOURI	‐	MALAYSIA,
P	O	BOX	43376 P	O	BOX	14535 3101	S	PROVIDENCE	RD,
NAIROBI	,	KENYA NAIROBI	,	KENYA COLUMBIA.
TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	229091 TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	443553 dirgeshpatel@netzero.com

40 GUJARATI	ASSOCIATION 41 ARYA	SABHA	MAURITIUS 42 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	NEW	ZEALAND,
WILAYAH	PERSEKETUAN	&	SELANGOR 1,MAHARSHI	DAYANAND	ST, NEW	WINDSOR	ROAD	47/45
NO.	38,	LORONG	MAAROF, CHAMP	DE	MARS, 0600	AUCKLAND	‐	AVONDALE
BANGSAR	PARK,	BANGSAR, PORT	LOUIS AUCKLAND	‐	NORTH	ISLAND,
59100,	KUALA	LUMPUR, Tel.	No.:	+230	208	5704	/	+230	212 NEW	ZEALAND.
MALAYSIA. info@aryasabhamauritius.mu PH:	+64	09	551	4519
info@gujaratikl.com.my info@gujaratisamajnz.com

43 NEW	ZEALAND	JAIN	SANGH, 44 SHRI	MUSCAT	GUJARATI	SAMAJ, 45 GUJARATI	SAMAJ,	INC.	OF	PORTLAND
44/F,	PORTAGE	ROAD, INDIAN	SOCIAL	CLUB, P	O	BOX	6033
NEW	LYNN, MUSCAT	OMAN, PORTLAND,	OR	97228.
AUCKLAND, POST	BOX	NO.	19, Tel:	503‐287‐5788
NEW	ZEALAND. PIN	100,	MUSCAT,OMAN.
PHONE	:	006498250375 cvchothani@gmail.com

22 GUJARATI	MANDAL	OF	CALGARY, 23 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	DUBAI, 24 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	ATLANTA,
P.O.	BOX	1003	STN.	M, P.	O.	BOX	3103, 5331,	ROYAL	WOODS,
CALGARY,	ALBERTA, DUBAI(UAE). PKWY,	30084,
CANADA. 04	3356590 TUCKER,
info@gujaratimandalcalgary.ca admin@gujaratisamajdubai.com GEORGIA.

7704960081
info@gsatlanata.org

25 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	GERMANY	E.V.	, 26 GUJRATI	SAMAJ	HONG	KONG, 27 THE	GUJARAT	SAMAJ	LTD.,
HEIDE	STRASSE	34, GPO	BOX	8765	ROOM	2908, UNIT	C&D,	11/FLOOR,CENTRE	MARK	II,
60316,	FRANKFURT, 2	EXCHANGE	SQUARE	NO.8	CONNAUGHT	PLACE, 305‐313	QUEEN’S	ROAD	CENTRAL,
GERMANY. CENTRAL,	HONG	KONG. HONG	KONG.
info@gujaratisamajgermany.com Contact	No.:	852‐2523	6180 info@gujaratsamajhk.com

dk.patel@lgt.com

28 GUJARATI	CULTURAL	ASSOCIATION	OF	UTAH, 29 VISA	OSHWAL	COMMUNITY	, 30 SHRI	KATHIAWAR	JANSARI	MANDAL,
PO	BOX	95468,	SOUTH	JORDAN, P	O	BOX	18492 P	O	BOX	40839,
UT	84095, NAIROBI, NAIROBI	,
JORDAN. KENYA. KENYA.
gcautah@gmail.com TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	553161 TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	220753

31 PATEL	BROTHERHOOD	, 32 SHRI	GURJAR	SUTAR	COMMUNITY	, 33 SHRI	CUTCHI	MADHAPUR	P.G.M.,
P	O	BOX	18408, P	O	BOX	46367, P	O	BOX	46768,
NAIROBI	, NAIROBI, NAIROBI,
KENYA. KENYA. KENYA.
TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	557227 TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	558187 TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	822748

34 KENYA	BRAHMA	SABHA	, 35 KENYA	PRAGATI	MANDAL	, 36 KENYA‐INDIA	FRIENDSHIP	ASSOCIATION	,
P	O	BOX	48385 P	O	BOX	42796 PO	BOX	74800
NAIROBI	,	KENYA NAIROBI	,	KENYA NAIROBI	,	KENYA
TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	338984 TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	223551 TELEPHONE	NO.	226225/221910

Cmake@arcc.or.ke

37 LOHANA	MAHAJAN	MANDAL	, 38 ARYA	SAMAJ	, 39 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	COLUMBIA	MISSOURI	‐	MALAYSIA,
P	O	BOX	43376 P	O	BOX	14535 3101	S	PROVIDENCE	RD,
NAIROBI	,	KENYA NAIROBI	,	KENYA COLUMBIA.
TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	229091 TELEPHONE	NO.	+254	2	443553 dirgeshpatel@netzero.com
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MALAYSIA. info@aryasabhamauritius.mu PH:	+64	09	551	4519
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43 NEW	ZEALAND	JAIN	SANGH, 44 SHRI	MUSCAT	GUJARATI	SAMAJ, 45 GUJARATI	SAMAJ,	INC.	OF	PORTLAND
44/F,	PORTAGE	ROAD, INDIAN	SOCIAL	CLUB, P	O	BOX	6033
NEW	LYNN, MUSCAT	OMAN, PORTLAND,	OR	97228.
AUCKLAND, POST	BOX	NO.	19, Tel:	503‐287‐5788
NEW	ZEALAND. PIN	100,	MUSCAT,OMAN.
PHONE	:	006498250375 cvchothani@gmail.com
info@nzjainsangh.org

46 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	QATAR, 47 SINGAPORE	GUJARATI	SOCIETY, 48 SINGAPORE	GUJARATI	SCHOOL,
QATAR	PETROLEUM(OFFSHORE), GUJARATI	BHAVAN, 225	JOO	CHIAT	ROAD,
P.O	BOX	‐47,DOHA	, 13	CUFF	ROAD, SINGAPORE	427488.
QATAR. SINGAPORE	209724. (65)	6345	2257
Gujarati.Samaj.Qatar@gmail.com 63960900 admin@sgsl.org.sg

admin@sgs.org.sg

49 THE	TRANSVAAL	UNITED	PATIDAR	SOCIETY, 50 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	SOUTH	AFRICA 51 PATEL	BROTHERHOOD,
P.O.BOX	86016,	CITY	DEEP	2049	TRANSVAAL, AFRICA	LIMBACHIA	VAL PATEL	SAMAJ,	P.O.	BOX	1134
SOUTH	AFRICA. BOX	81172,	MOMBASA, DAR	ES	SALAAM,

21118347732 SOUTH	AFRICA. TANZANIA.
devland@jumbo.co.za Mob:	0713‐618956

harishpatel_54@yahoo.com

52 SREE	LOHANA	MAHAJAN, 53 SHREE	PATEL	SAMAJ, 54 SHREE	JAIN	SANGH,
PO	BOX	1313, PO	BOX	1645,MWANZA, P.O.	BOX	3016,
DAR	ES	SALAAM, TANZANIA. DAR	ES	SALAAM,
TANZANIA. Tel	:	2541055	/	2551596 TANZANIA.
Mob	:	0784‐216216 avee82@hotmail.com	, Ph	:	2117693
generalsecretary@lohanatz.com premium@cats‐net.com

55 GUJARATI‐MARWARI	SOCIETY, 56 ARYA	SAMAJ, 57 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	DUBAI,
6TH	FLOOR,	MAHATUN	PLAZA	BLDG, 9	DON	KUSOL	SOI	3, P.	O.	BOX	3103,DUBAI,
888/160‐5	PLOENCHIT	ROAD, WAT	PORK;	YANNAWA, UNITED	ARAB	EMIRATES.
PATHUMWAN,LUMPINI, BANGKOK,THAILAND. admin@gujaratisamajdubai.com
BANGKOK‐10330, Tel	:	+66‐2‐2120907‐8
THAILAND.
Phone:	2231166	/	2237290

58 ABU	DHABI	GUJARATI	SAMAJ 59 CHAROTAR	LEUVA	PATIDAR	SEVA	SAMAJ, 60 JAIN	ORGANIZATIONS	IN	UNITED	KINGDOM,
gujaratisamajabudhabi@yahoo.com 6	CEDARWOOD	DRIVE, ADEN	VANIK	ASSOCIATION	OF	U.	K.,

EDISON,	NJ	08820, 9	CEDARWOOD	DRIVE,
UK. GRASTON,	WATFORD,	W02	6RR,
Phone	:	(866)	636‐2925 UK.

Tel	.:	01923	893421

61 SHREE	KADWA	PATIDAR	SAMAJ	(UK), 62 JAIN	SAMAJ	EUROPE, 63 VISHWA	GUJARATI	SAMAJ,
KENMORE	AVENUE,HARROW, 32	OXFORD	ST., 93‐A,	HARROW	VIEW,
MIDDLESEX,HA3	8LU, LEICESTER,	LE1	5XU, HARROW	HA1,	4SZ,
UK. UK. UK.
(+44)	020	8909	2711 Tel.:0116‐254‐3091 jdrdave@aol.com

secretary@kpsuk.org

64 LOHANA	COMMUNITY	OF	UNITED	KINGDOM, 65 LOHANA	MAHAJAN	LEICESTER, 66 LOHANA	MAHAJAN	SOUTHAMPTON,
P	O	BOX	2209,	ILFORD, SMT	NITIBEN	MAHESHBHAI	GHEEWALA	CENTRE, 38	MOWBRAY	ROAD,
ESSEX	IG1	9TH, HILDYARD	ROAD,LEICESTER, SHOLING,	SOUTHAMPTON,
UK. LE4	5GG,UNITED	KINGDOM. SO19	8GN,	UK.
secretary@lcuk.org.uk Tel:	0116	2664642 Tel: 02380 904 317

info@rammandirleicester.org.uk.

67 GUJARAT	SAMAJ, 68 GUJARATI	ASSOCIATION, 69 SHREE	KUTCH	LEVA	PATEL	COMMUNITY	(UK),
28	HANDEL	STREET, MANDER	STREET, WEST	END	ROAD,	NORTHOLT,
NOTTINGHAM,	NG3	1JE, OFF	UPPER	ZOAR	ST., MIDDLESEX	UB5	6RE,
UK. PENNFIELDS,	WOLVERHAMPTON, UK.
call	us	on	:	07581422396 WV3	0JZ,	UK. Tel:	020	8845	9470
GujaratSamaj@hotmail.com 07580	329943  info@sklpc.com

info@gujaratiassociation.org.uk

70 DARJI	MITRA	MANDAL, 71 FEDERATION	OF	PATIDAR	ASSOCIATIONS, 72 KPS	GUJARATI	SCHOOL
THE	DARJI	PAVILION, PATIDAR	HOUSE,	22	LONDON	ROAD, KENMORE	PARK	FIRST	AND	MIDDLE	SCHOOL,
26	OAKTHORPE	ROAD,LONDON, WEMBLEY,	MIDDLESEX	HA9	7EX, MOORHOUSE	ROAD,
N13	5JL,	UK. UK. KENTON,HARROW,
info@darjimandal.org.uk Tel:020 8795 1648, 020 8902 1974 HA3	9JA,	USA.

info@patidars.org Phone:	020	8930	5046
info@kpsgujaratischool.org

73 DFW	GUJARATI	SAMAJ, 74 JAIN	SAMAJ	EUROPE, 75 THE	JAIN	CENTRE,
777	S.	CENTRAL	EXPWY JAIN	CENTRE,32,OXFORD	STREET, 64‐68	COLINDALE	AVENUE,
SUITE	7F LEICESTER	LE1	5XU, LONDON	NW9	5DR,
RICHARDSON,TX	75080, ENGLAND,UK. UK.
UK. Tel:+44	(0)116	254	1150 020	8200	0828
dfwgujaratisamaj@gmail.com help@jaincentre.com info@jainnetwork.com

76 PATIDAR	SAMAJ	OF	NEW	ENGLAND, 77 GUJARATI	LETERARY	ACADEMY 78 GUJARATI	ASSOCIATION	OF	NEW	ENGLAND,
34,	ORD	STREET,	SALEM	MA, 2,	BEECHCROFT	GARDENS	WEMBLEY	MIDDLESEX, 17	HYACINTH	DRIVE,
USA. UK. WESTFORD,	MA	01886,
978‐741‐3375 editor@gla.org.uk UK.

Phone:	978‐392‐8683

79 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	TAMPA	BAY, 80 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	ATL, 81 KADVA	PATIDAR	SAMAJ,
1211	N.	WESTSHORE	BLVD	SUITE	104, P.O.	BOX	49494,ATLANTA, 7639	MANCHESTER	MANOR,
TAMPA,	FLORIDA33607‐4601, GEORGIA	30359‐1494, HANOVER	PARK,	IL	60103‐2719,
USA. USA. USA.
Phone:	727‐858‐4123 Phone:	770‐496‐0081

82 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	CHICAGO, 83 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	GREATER	KANSAS	CITY, 84 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	LOUISIANA,
P.O.	BOX	267, P.O.BOX	7711,OVERLAND	PARK, 5915	BAYOU	ROBERT	DRIVE,
WESTMONT,	IL	60559, KS	66207‐0711,USA. ALEXANDRIA,	LA	71301,
USA. (913)	777‐4715 USA.
Phone:	708‐955‐4966 kcgujaratisamaj@gmail.com
gujchicago@gmail.com

85 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	BALTIMORE, 86 SABARKANTHA	LEUVA	PATIDAR	SAMAJ, 87 PATIDAR	CULTURAL	ASSOCIATION	OF	USA,
P.O.BOX	687,OWINGS	MILLS, P.O.BOX	651,ALMA, 32	STEVENSON	DRIVE,MARLBORO,
MD	21117,USA. MI	48801,USA. NJ	07746,	USA.
Phone:	521‐038‐3400 Phone:	732‐761‐9829

88 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	NEW	YORK, 89 CHAROTAR	PATIDAR	SAMAJ	SE, 90 GUJARATI	SAMAJ,
173‐15	HORACE	HARDING	EXPRESSWAY, 5113	PIPER	STATION	ROAD	SUITE	300, INC.	OF	PORTLAND,P	O	BOX	6033,
FLUSHING,	NY	11365, CHARLOTTE,	NC	28277, PORTLAND,	OR	97228,
USA. USA. USA.
Phone:	718‐357‐8651 Phone:	704‐364‐5255 Tel:	503‐287‐5788

international gujarati samaj Directory 
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USA. USA. USA.
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82 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	CHICAGO, 83 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	GREATER	KANSAS	CITY, 84 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	LOUISIANA,
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85 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	BALTIMORE, 86 SABARKANTHA	LEUVA	PATIDAR	SAMAJ, 87 PATIDAR	CULTURAL	ASSOCIATION	OF	USA,
P.O.BOX	687,OWINGS	MILLS, P.O.BOX	651,ALMA, 32	STEVENSON	DRIVE,MARLBORO,
MD	21117,USA. MI	48801,USA. NJ	07746,	USA.
Phone:	521‐038‐3400 Phone:	732‐761‐9829

88 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	NEW	YORK, 89 CHAROTAR	PATIDAR	SAMAJ	SE, 90 GUJARATI	SAMAJ,
173‐15	HORACE	HARDING	EXPRESSWAY, 5113	PIPER	STATION	ROAD	SUITE	300, INC.	OF	PORTLAND,P	O	BOX	6033,
FLUSHING,	NY	11365, CHARLOTTE,	NC	28277, PORTLAND,	OR	97228,
USA. USA. USA.
Phone:	718‐357‐8651 Phone:	704‐364‐5255 Tel:	503‐287‐5788

91 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	CHICAGO, 92 VISHWA	GUJARATI	SAMAJ	USA, 93 GUJARATI	SAMAJ‐ATLANTA,
P.O.	BOX	267,WESTMONT, 824	SPRING	VALLEY	COURT, SARDAR	PATEL	BHAVAN,
IL	60559,USA. SCHAUMBURG,	ILLINOIS	60193, 5331	ROYAL	WOODS	PARKWAY,
Phone:	708‐955‐4966 USA. TUCKER,	GA	‐	30084,USA.
gujchicago@gmail.com Phone:	847‐361‐5545 Tel:	770	496	0081

info@vishwagujaratisamajusa.org info@gsatlanta.org

94 GUJARATI	ASSOCIATION	OF	CONNECTICUT, 95 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	NEW	YORK, 96 LEUVA	PATIDAR	SAMAJ	OF	USA,
THE	BELVEDERE	70	POND	LILY	AVE.	NEW	HAVEN, 173‐15	HORACE	HARDING	EXPRESSWAY, 9005	OVERLOOK	BLVD
CT	06515,USA. FLUSHING,	NY	11365, BRENTWOOD,	TN	37027,

USA. USA.
Phone/Fax:	718‐357‐8GS1 Phone:	+1	(866)	201‐2353
gsnyweb@hotmail.com info@lpsofusa.com

97 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	METROPOLITAN, 98 GUJARATI	ASSOC	OF	CONNECTICUT, 99 BRAHMIN	SAMAJ	OF	GEOGIA.	INC,
12665,	BRADDOCK	FARMS	COURT, 1560,	WHALLEY	AVENUE, P.O.BOX	80162,
CLIFTON,	VA	20124.	WASHINGTON, U.S.A. ATLANTAGA,	USA.
USA. jyotishi_j@elmg.com,

703‐449‐0772

100 CALIFORNIA	DARJI	SAMAJ, 101 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	INC, 102 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	AUSTIN,
3824	BABSON	DRIVE, 104,	INGE	DRIVE,	FICHARDSON, P.O.	BOX	204231,	AUSTIN,
ELK	GROVE,	CA	95758, TEXAS,	USA. TEXAS	78720‐4231,
USA. 972‐307‐7890,	972‐599‐7749, USA.

103 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	AUSTIN, 104 FEDERATION	OF	GUJARATI	ASSOCIATIONS	OF	NORTH 105 CALIFORNIA	GUJARATI	CULTURAL	ASSOCIATION,
P.O.	BOX	204231 AMERICA,	(FOGANA) 2170	CARLY	COURT,
AUSTIN,	,	TX, WENHAM,	MASSACHUSETTS	01984	‐	U.S.A, ROWLAND	HEIGHTS,	CA,
USA. (978)	468‐3900 USA.
78720‐4231 909‐594‐0304,909‐594‐7757
contact@gujaustin.org

106 SEATTLE	GUJARATI	CULTURAL	SOCIETY, 107 ASSOCOATION	OF	INDIANS	IN	AMERICA 108 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	HOUSTON
P.O.BOX	75601,	SEATTLEWA, 26	PLEASANT	LANE, PO	BOX	720733,
USA. OYSTER	BAY,	NY	11771, HOUSTON,	TEXAS	77272,
206‐364‐8183 USA. USA.
akt@skilling.com Phone	:	516‐624‐2460 832‐279‐2006

surinder@sunpublish.com, amee@gshouston.org

109 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	GREATER	PITTSBURGH 110 KARAMSAD	SAMAJ	OF	USA,	INC. 111 Bhadran	Samaj	of	North	America,Mahendra	S	Patel
2617	BINGHAM	DR. 227	Lincoln	Highway 41‐31	51st	St,	APT	#	5‐C
PITTSBURGH,	PA	15241‐3902 Iselin	NJ	08830, Woodside,		NY	11377,
USA. USA. USA.

info@karamsadsamaj.com Phone:	609‐468‐1212
mrpatel886@gmail.com

112 Alberta	Gujarati	Association. 113 Gujarati	Cultural	Society	of	Manitoba 114 Sorathia	Darji	Samaj	of	America
#207,	4918	Roper	Road 103‐86	Niakwa	Road, C/O	Ramesh	P.	Jethva
Edmonton,	AB Winnipeg, 815	Skimmer	CT.
T6B	3T7, R2M	3A9, Sugarland,	TX	77478,
Canada. Canada USA.
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91 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	CHICAGO, 92 VISHWA	GUJARATI	SAMAJ	USA, 93 GUJARATI	SAMAJ‐ATLANTA,
P.O.	BOX	267,WESTMONT, 824	SPRING	VALLEY	COURT, SARDAR	PATEL	BHAVAN,
IL	60559,USA. SCHAUMBURG,	ILLINOIS	60193, 5331	ROYAL	WOODS	PARKWAY,
Phone:	708‐955‐4966 USA. TUCKER,	GA	‐	30084,USA.
gujchicago@gmail.com Phone:	847‐361‐5545 Tel:	770	496	0081

info@vishwagujaratisamajusa.org info@gsatlanta.org

94 GUJARATI	ASSOCIATION	OF	CONNECTICUT, 95 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	NEW	YORK, 96 LEUVA	PATIDAR	SAMAJ	OF	USA,
THE	BELVEDERE	70	POND	LILY	AVE.	NEW	HAVEN, 173‐15	HORACE	HARDING	EXPRESSWAY, 9005	OVERLOOK	BLVD
CT	06515,USA. FLUSHING,	NY	11365, BRENTWOOD,	TN	37027,

USA. USA.
Phone/Fax:	718‐357‐8GS1 Phone:	+1	(866)	201‐2353
gsnyweb@hotmail.com info@lpsofusa.com

97 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	METROPOLITAN, 98 GUJARATI	ASSOC	OF	CONNECTICUT, 99 BRAHMIN	SAMAJ	OF	GEOGIA.	INC,
12665,	BRADDOCK	FARMS	COURT, 1560,	WHALLEY	AVENUE, P.O.BOX	80162,
CLIFTON,	VA	20124.	WASHINGTON, U.S.A. ATLANTAGA,	USA.
USA. jyotishi_j@elmg.com,

703‐449‐0772

100 CALIFORNIA	DARJI	SAMAJ, 101 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	INC, 102 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	AUSTIN,
3824	BABSON	DRIVE, 104,	INGE	DRIVE,	FICHARDSON, P.O.	BOX	204231,	AUSTIN,
ELK	GROVE,	CA	95758, TEXAS,	USA. TEXAS	78720‐4231,
USA. 972‐307‐7890,	972‐599‐7749, USA.

103 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	AUSTIN, 104 FEDERATION	OF	GUJARATI	ASSOCIATIONS	OF	NORTH 105 CALIFORNIA	GUJARATI	CULTURAL	ASSOCIATION,
P.O.	BOX	204231 AMERICA,	(FOGANA) 2170	CARLY	COURT,
AUSTIN,	,	TX, WENHAM,	MASSACHUSETTS	01984	‐	U.S.A, ROWLAND	HEIGHTS,	CA,
USA. (978)	468‐3900 USA.
78720‐4231 909‐594‐0304,909‐594‐7757
contact@gujaustin.org

106 SEATTLE	GUJARATI	CULTURAL	SOCIETY, 107 ASSOCOATION	OF	INDIANS	IN	AMERICA 108 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	HOUSTON
P.O.BOX	75601,	SEATTLEWA, 26	PLEASANT	LANE, PO	BOX	720733,
USA. OYSTER	BAY,	NY	11771, HOUSTON,	TEXAS	77272,
206‐364‐8183 USA. USA.
akt@skilling.com Phone	:	516‐624‐2460 832‐279‐2006

surinder@sunpublish.com, amee@gshouston.org

109 GUJARATI	SAMAJ	OF	GREATER	PITTSBURGH 110 KARAMSAD	SAMAJ	OF	USA,	INC. 111 Bhadran	Samaj	of	North	America,Mahendra	S	Patel
2617	BINGHAM	DR. 227	Lincoln	Highway 41‐31	51st	St,	APT	#	5‐C
PITTSBURGH,	PA	15241‐3902 Iselin	NJ	08830, Woodside,		NY	11377,
USA. USA. USA.

info@karamsadsamaj.com Phone:	609‐468‐1212
mrpatel886@gmail.com

112 Alberta	Gujarati	Association. 113 Gujarati	Cultural	Society	of	Manitoba 114 Sorathia	Darji	Samaj	of	America
#207,	4918	Roper	Road 103‐86	Niakwa	Road, C/O	Ramesh	P.	Jethva
Edmonton,	AB Winnipeg, 815	Skimmer	CT.
T6B	3T7, R2M	3A9, Sugarland,	TX	77478,
Canada. Canada USA.
alberta.gujarati.association@gmail.com info@gcsm.org rpjethva@hotmail.com

115 Brahmin	Samaj	of	Florida	, 116 The	Gujarati	Samaj	of	Regina 117 Gujarati	Samaj	of	Sacramento,
6148	Hedgesparrows	Lane P.O.	Box	4153 4279	Sardonyx	Way
Sanford,	FL	32771,USA. Regina	SK,	S4P	3W5,CANADA. Rancho	Cordova,	CA	95742
ph:	(407)302‐6011 president@reginagujaratisamaj.com USA.
jignesh_vyas@mybsfl.com +1	(224)‐522‐2007

info@gujsac.org

118 Brahmin	Samaj	Of	USA 119 Jain	Association	International	(Germany)e.	V.
2101	Merrywood	Drive, Schweriner	Str.	5
Edison,	NJ	08817 24558	Henstedt‐Ulzburg	,
USA Germany.
Phone:	201‐659‐3614 ajitkbenadi@onlinehome.de

bsouorg@yahoo.com

Source: https://nri.gujarat.gov.in/address.html 
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*DISCLAIMER: The content of the articles and poems 
published reflect the opinion of the individual authors 
and not of the Gujarat Public Affairs Council of Canada. 
GPAC is not responsible or legally liable for the opinions 
expressed or artwork provided by the authors. The 
authors are solely responsible for any copyright violation. 
GPAC will not be liable for the content, artwork or 
photographs used to design this magazine, as these  
may be available in the public domain.



www.gpaccanada.org
info@gpaccanada.org


